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SteadID an to return

No retrial unless SOCB is changed
By Linda Hyatt
News Editor
A Strafford County Superior
Court judge decided yesterday to
allow former University of New
Hampshire freshman Antonio
Darnell Steadman, a basketball
player expelled last November on
ph ysical and sexual assault
charges, to return to the University as a full-time student as soon
as he is ready.
JudgeJosephNadeauordered
that Steadman may return to the
University with the status he held
before leaving, as long as he lives
off-campusanddoesnotenterthe
dining hall or dormitory of the
woman involved. Nadeau also
ordered that Steadman avoid
"direct or indirect" contact with
her "at any time or any place."
In addition, Nadeau ruled
that the slander suit, which Steadman is bringing against the
woman, not be dismissed at this
time.
Steadman was dismissed
from the University on Nov. 6, the
day after a Student Office Con-
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Stephen Nitzschke, son of UNHPresident Dale Nitzschke, is serving
in the Gulf. (courtesy photo)

UNH Pres. and Vice
Pres. have kids
stationed in Gulf
By Gail Leach
News Reporter
For some, the war is something happening far away. They
read about it in the newspapers or
watch it on television, but their
concern stops there. For others, it
is much more than that. It means
pain while watching the news
broadcasts or reading the newspapers, waiting and hoping that a
loved one is alright.
For University of New Hampshire President Dale Nitzschkeand
Executive Vice President Gus
Kinnear, war means not knowing
where your loved ones are.
Stephen Nitzschke, 27, the
oldest son of Dale and Linda
Nitzschke' s five children, arrived
in Saudi Arabia in early August
with some of the first troops deployed. As a Marine fighter pilot,
he flies an EA-6B Prowler, which
President Nitzschke explained as
a high-tech plane that carries Highspeed Anti-Radiation Missiles
(HARMs) on its belly with the
intent to jam Iraqi radar; something that leaves Stephen
Nitzschke easily susceptible to
enemy fire.
President
However,
Nitzschke holds the upmost confidence in his son's abilities. "He
has been training to be a pilot since
he was nine years old. It was what

he always wanted to do, and he's
well prepared to do it."
Even though his son is in
danger in the Gulf, Nitzschke
supportsthewaronehundred percent. He said it is "an issue worth
fighting for," and that "the action
is justifiable."
"Someone needs to take a
leadership role, whether it be
Russia, Germany, or maybe even
Japan. Someone needs to step
forward against aggression," he
said, adding that he is glad to see
the overwhelming amount of
support that the men and women
are receiving.
"It'sverydifficulttohavehim
there, but the United States is not
unique," he said, admitting that
"it is easier being committed to
the war if you are not sending
your own."
Nitzschke first heard that the
war had started after giving a
speech in San Francisco. "I had
just given a talk and was feeling
good about it when I stepped into
the elevator humming to myself.
When the next person got on I
smiled at them, and they asked if
I had heard the news. When she
told me that the war had started I
literally felt like a ton of bricks had
hit me," he said. ''From that minplease see KIDS, page 11

duct Board hearing found him the court's findings of fact and
guiltyofassaultinga UNHsopho- conclusions of law. We firmly
more in his dormitory room on believe that the Student Conduct
Oct.12.Asaresult,Steadmanfiled System at UNH provided Steada civil suit against the University, man a full and fair hearing on the
asking that he be reinstated, and a complaints filed against him."
slander suit against the woman, Rodgers also stated that "due to
stating that her accusations were the ongoing nature of the litigation,we(Universityofficials)have
false.
The woman's attorney Gre- no further comment at this time."
Joseph McDonough, UNH's
gory Swope was unavailable for
attorney, was not available for
comment.
If the University wishes to comment.
continue miscon"H •
charges
duct
lS
S
against Steadman, it must retry him adding
require- training.,,
new
ments to its conJohn Lyons Jr., Ste adman's attorney
duct system, according to Judge
Joseph Nadeau.
'The floodgates have opened,
Yesterday afternoon, Ronald said John Lyons Jr., Steadman's
Rodgers, general counsel for the attorney. " I feel wonderful."
UniversitySystemofNewHamp Lyons said he was confident
shire, released in a statement that that once the transcript and facts
the University plans to appeal the were reviewed by a judge outside
case to the New Hampshire Supreme Court. "We disagree with
please see TRIAL, page 11
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.. If the University wishes to re-try UNH fr~shrri~ri A~tonio ·Darnell Ste~dman, it ~ust ntakeJhe
following changes. to·its-conduct -. syst_em, according to.Strafford County Superior Court Judge Jos~ph
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Nadea~' s ruling. ·
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The c~angesare:
• _Steadman·mustbe notified of a conductboard hearing at least 14 days in advance. _., . · . · . . . :·
•·The charges will be stated in the notice and will form the basis of the conduct board's hearing.
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witnesses as that of the prosecutor.
• The pr0Se£Utor will testify and produce witnesses first and then Steadman will follow with his
·
testimony and witnesses.
case.
the
with
contact
previous
no
had
have
who
people
a~visedby
be
will
• The board
. .
• The board will issue findings of fact ~th respect to charges.
• The board .may not read the definition under C-2 of the rules of conduct section of the student
handbook, so as to require that verbal permission satisfies the definition of expressed consent.
• No portion of the hearing will take place after midnight.
• If the charges are established, a second hearing, held no sooner than 24 hours after the announcement
of the decision, will be scheduled on the issue of the penalty to be imposed. Both the prosecutor's and
·
Steadman' sad visor will be entitled to be heard at this hearing.

Former UNH student not
guilty of negligent homicide
By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
On Jan. 8, a Strafford County
Superior Court jury found Laura
Dexter, a former student at the
UniversityofNewHampshireand
Alpha Chi Omega sorority sister,
not guilty of negligent homicide
in connection with a 1989 car accident, which resulted in the death
of fellow sorority sister Christine
Duplessis.
The jury ordered that Dexter
pay a fine of $500 and that her
license be revoked for a period of
90 days, according to Strafford
County Superior Court Clerk Don

Goodnow.
Dexter was charged with
negligent homicide and driving
while intoxicated (DWI). The jury
found her not guilty of negligent
homicide but did find her guilty
of DWI, said Goodnow.
"The DWI charge is what is
called a lesser included offense.
All the characteristics of DWI are
included in negligent homicide,
but obviously there are some differences: negligent homicide includes the charge of murder," said
Goodnow.
Goodnow said restoration of
Dexter's licence is conditioned

upon her completion of the Impaired Driver Intervention Program, a state of New Hampshire
re~ducation program for people
who are convicted of DWI.
According to Durham Police
reports, the car accident occurred
at approximately 9:55 p.m. on
April 14, 1989, when Dexter's 1985
Honda Accord left Route 4 and hit
several trees.
Dexter was driving back from
a UNH sorority and fraternity
party at Odiorne State Park with
six other people in the car, includplease see DEXTER, page 12
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In Brief. ....
Jan.29
• Iraqi warplanes were said to be fleeing to safety in Iran, U.S. military
sources said. More than 80 Iraqi aircraft have flown to the safety of
Iran air bases, where they are free of allied bombing attacks. According U.S. military, the evacuation is most likely due to Saddam Hussein's
desire to ensure that the cream of his air force remains after the Persian
Gulf war ends.
• An American military offi_cial said that the U.S. attack on Kuwaiti
pumping installations has reduced the. stream of crude into the
Persian Gulf to "a trickle at best".
• An inter~ie with Saddam Hussein by CNN reported Hussein's
claim to the a ility to mount biological warheads on scud missiles.
Hussein saJd e would use equal weaponry to combat allied forces in
a ground at This raised fears of Iraq's willingness to use chemical
and biological weapons in any iII:1pending ground battles.

Jan.30
• The United States suffered its first casualties in major ground combat
with Iraqi forces. Twelve marines were reported dead by U.S. military
officials after Iraq launched ground attacks into northern Saudi Arabia. Three Iraqi battalions crossed the Kuwaiti-Saudi border and
proceeded to the formerly evacuated town of Khafji. Baghdad radio
claimed a huge victory while U.S. General Schwarzkopf said the gains
were insignificant and resulted only in substantial losses for Iraq.
Bush said the skirmish did not indicate the beginning of a ground
offensive by the allies.
• Washington received private assurances that Teheran will ground
all Iraqi planes landing at Iran's air bases.
• Baghdad reported that a captured allied pilot was killed by an allied
bombing raid.

Jan.31
• Military analysts fear a possible land assault by Iraqi forces indicated
by movement of approximately 1000 Iraqi vehicles toward the Saudi
border.
• After a 36 hour battle, U.S. Marine and Arab forces drove back Iraqi
forces in Khafji and reported the·evacuated city is secure.
• Two U.S. soldiers, one male and one female, were reported missing
in action near Khafji. Baghdad radio reported cust9dy of several
female MIA' s and said they would be treated in accordance with the
"lofty'' rules of Islam.
• Iraq launched it's 8th attack on Israel with scud missiles

U.S. Marines train for combat along the Saudi-Kuwaiti border (AP photo)

A Saddam Hussein speaks to the press.
.., Norman Schwarzkopf at a military briefing. (AP photos)
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Veterans live through
past and present wars
By Heather Osborne

News Reporter
In a dimly-lit room of Veterans of Foreign War (VFW) in
Somersworth, N.H., there is an
American flag. The dark wooden
walls are covered with plaques
and patches bearing the emblems
of military units from past wars.
In the other room, by the bar, a
muffled television conjures up the
latest images and sounds of the
most current war; the war in the
Persian Gulf.
As the fighting with Iraq
begins its sixteenth day, many
veterans, the "guys who have been
there before," remember their own
experiences and express a slew of
emotions: terror, sympathy, anger, hope, and fear.
"When it started, I got a visceral feeling," said Jack Kelley, a
senior at the University of New
Hampshire and Vietnam veteran.
"I had to keep myself from building a trench in my front yard. I had
to realize that no one's going to
come down my street and hurt
me, that I don't have to go this
time, and that not every war is
going to be mine."
Georo-e Bickford of Somer-

sworth said that he is too old to go,
but if his country asked him to join
the troops in the Middle East, he
would be there because he feels
that, like Vietnam, this war is in a
sense, his.
"We are fighting for the same
things we fought for in Vietnam,"
Bickford said. "People have the
right to protest the war if they
want and our troops are defending that right."
Althoughfewcanreallyagree
these days on exactly what President George Bush had in mind as
a reason for getting involved in
the conflict, retired Marine Col.
John Barr of Barrington, a veteran
of World War II, the Korean War,
and the Vietnam War, said he felt
that the president began with a
strong policy.
"I think Bush created a marvelous model for the way conflicts
can be resolved with the embargoes and the United Nations approach to a solution," Barr said,
''but as soon as the violence began, I left him."
With little optimism over
politics of the war, Kelley didn't
bat an eye; but displayed something short of a grim smile.

"I think Bush wants to protect the oil-to show machismo-I
don't really know, but he's not
paying a price. He's safe at home
calling the shots," Kelley said.
"Waitandseewhathappenswhen
it's over. As soon as the vets come
home and ask for money, they
will be forgotten."
p .J. Briand of Somersworth, a
Vietnam veteran, said he agrees
that war is confusing, but also said
the U.S. troops are fighting a different kind of war and are perhaps safer than soldiers in Vietnam.
"It's hard to com pare this war
with 'Nam, just like it's im possible to compare 'Nam to Korea,
"said Briand. "In 'Nam, George
had to go out and sweep for mines
on.the trails before guys like me
drove a jeep over them. If he
missed a mine, that was it for me!
Nowtheyhavecomputersforstuff
like that and they don't miss
them!"
However safe the troops may
be, Briand quietly acknowledged
the inevitability of Americans
dying.
please see VETS, page 13

US citizens rally in support of the war while veterans remember a war that did not find such support.
(AP photo)
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The draft:
who goes?
by Michelle Purdum
News Reporter
What comes to mind when
you hear the word "draft?" Some
people think of a cold breeze
coming through a crack in the door
or their unfinished term papers.
Still, others picture a tall, cold beer
withafrothyfoamhead. Forsome
students at the University of New
Hampshire, the word conjures up
frighteningimagesofdestruction,
of war-the loss of their personal
freedom.
SinceOperationDesertStorm
began on Jan. 16, bringing our
nation to war for the first time that
most college students can remember, the possibility of being drafted
to fight in the war against Iraq has
become a palpable fear for young
men in Durham and around the
country.
As in any situation where
there is uncertainty, r-umors and
misinformation abound. Some of
the students questioned thought a
draft was already in effect, some
thought you couldn't run away to
Canada any more, others believed
they are immune because they are
an only child.
What mysterious process
goes on from the time every shaky
18-year-old male trudges into the
local post office to do his legal
duty and register himself with
Selective Service, the government
agency responsible for handling
what the_yterm "mobilization procedures?"
Larry Waltman of Selective
Service Public Affairs said the
registrant's names and current addresses (that's right, you're re-

quired to notify them every time
you move) are kept on file until
CongressauthorizesthePresident
of the United States to call for the
institution of a draft.
When that call is made, somebody at Selective Service fills two
barrels - exactly like the kind you
saw when you went to bingo with
your grandmother - with slips of
paper. Eachmonthanddayofthe
year is in the first barrel. Slips
numbered from 1 to 365 (366 if it's
a leap year) go into the second
barrel. Waltman says that if Nov.
2isdrawnfromthefirstbarreland
the number 4 is drawn from the
second barrel, then every male
who turns 20 on Nov. 2 of the year
the draft is instituted, regardless
of whether that birthday has
passed or not, will be in the fourth
group that will be sent an order to
report for induction, which requires him to show up within ten
days at his local Military Entrance
Processing Station to be examined
and usually given a rating of A-1.
Nowhe'sreadytogotowar. This
process is repeated, turning next
to those turning 21-years-old and
so on, up until age 26, when a
person is generally considered no
longer eligible for the draft.
For those who cannot bear
the thought of this scenario happening to them, there are ways
around being drafted. One way is
simply to go to Canada, an option
that UNH junior Dan Huston is
considering. Waltman said the
option is still open. The extradition agreement that has some
people concerned is
please see DRAFT, page 12
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UNH secur ity imple ments safety progr am
Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter

The UNH campus promises
to be a safer place, offering a full
escort service for students, an
increase in foot-patrol policemen
and a promise to keep UNH and
town police departments separate
as a result of action taken in response to the Student Senate protest last semester.
"lt(the escort service) will
begin advertising again in The New
Hampshire that there is a full escort service being offered all the
time, which was rumored to have
been eliminated," said Brian
McCabe, UNH Student Body
president. The University will run
the SafeWalks program, check all
campus lighting with a special
light meter, check lights regularly
to see if they are burned out and
cut back shrubbery so that the
campus is well lit, said McCabe.
Escorts will be available from
6 p.m. until 2 a.m. After 2 a.m.
students can get an escort if one is
available. There are no guarantees
after 2 a.m. because of a lack of
personnel, said Eric Carlson,
SafeWalks student coordinator.In
addition to giving escorts,
SafeWalks, will also have people
walking around campus keeping
an eye out in dark, isolated areas.
"I think that's (having people
walking around campus) most
important, because not only do
you have to make sure that you
are providing the security and
safety needs of the people of this
University, they also have to have
the perception that you are doing

that," said McCabe. Information
on the escort services will be pro_vided on posters around campus,
stickers, and in The New Hampshire., he added.
Steve Larson, director of
Environmental Safety was unavailable for comment.
The University Police Department has also increased officers
on foot patrol over the last year,
creating what McCabe called " a
very real presence."
According to Police Chief
Roger Beaudoin, officers went on
roughly 1,632 foot patrols last
semester, primarily in evening and
early morning hours. He said there
has been no increase in personnel
on foot patrol but that the officers
are dropped off from their vehicles
and cover more ground on foot
than in the past.
In a related action, the suggestion made by the International
Association of Chiefs of Police that
the University Police Department
consolidated with Durham Police
Department was not recommended by the UniversityTown/
Gown last Thursday.
The Town/Gown consists of
four university members: Gregg
Sanborn, dean of Student Affairs,
Victor Azzi, vice president of
Campus Planning and Real Property Management, Steve Larson,
director of Environmental Safety
and McCabe. Also in the committee are four town members: Town
Administrator Ralph Freedman,
Durham Town Council Chairwoman Shirley Thompson, Durham Town Councilman Scott

Hovey, and community representative Elise Daniels.
The Town/Gown voted by a
vote of 8-0 against consolidating
the police forces, said McCabe.
"We got what we asked for," he
said. The gown also recommended
that UNH should not get authority from the state to consolidate
the forces and that the University
and the town engage in a feasibil-

ity study to look at the undertaking of building one facility for both
police departments, a courthouse
and a communications center,
McCabe added.
Beaudoin, while declining to
comment on either side of the issue, said that at this point in time,
University police officers are
appointed by the Durham Police
Department. State legislation,

President 's State of the
Union Address Focuses
on War and Economy

Pan American Airlines announced that it would
no longer allow Iraqi nationalist to board Pan Am
flights due to the possibility of terrorism. Pan Am cited
the terrorist attack on Pan Am flight 103 two years ago
as rational for the restriction. Opponents of the plan
regarded the action as blatant discrimination against
Iraqi citizens with no valid justification for the restrictions.

President George Bush delivered the first wartime
speech in over two decades to Congress Tues. evening at
the ~pital Building. The President concentrated on the
"resolution" of America in the Gulf with statements concerning the effectiveness of allied cooperation and hope for
a "new world order" following the war. He also concentrated on efforts to soothe a disappointing economy by
calling on efforts of good will and teamwork to help ease
the devastating effects of the current recession.

After reports of the successful Patriot missile
defense against Iraqi scud missiles, some leaders in
Washington are pushing for a rekindling of the Star
Wars program. The program has been losing support
over the past five years due to "infeasibility of such
defense weapons. However, recent successes by Patriots have led some to the conclusion that the goal of
total defense from all incoming missiles is possible.

Proponents of SDI were encouraged further by the
recent successful interception of model Inter - Continental Ballistic missiles.

please see SAFETY, page 15

UNH Public Safety vehicle (Ed Sawyer photo)

Pan Am restricts Iraqi
Nationali st From Its
Flights

Defense Weapons
Success May Spur
More Defense
Spending

however, could give the University Police Department the power
toappointtheirownof ficersin the
future.
The Town/ Gown felt that the
two police departments should
remain as separate as possible.
Freedman said that separate authority could "put more of a wall

U.S. - Soviet Summit
Postpone d
The Summit for the reduction of long range nuclear
weapons was postponed Mon. as the leaders of both nations felt that crises at home required their personal attention at the current time. Bush stated that it was not a good
time to be traveling away from Washington with the current war and its problems looming as Soviet President
Gorbachev cited problems with the Baltic states along with
desperate efforts to maintain support as sufficient reasons
to postpone the meeting. The Summit is supposed to be
rescheduled within the next six months.

Red Cross Ships Relief
Supplies to Iraq
The International Red Cross shipped 19 tons of relief
supplies to Iraqi civilians Thurs. The shipment was the
first of its kind to Iraq due to fears that any aid would be
seized by Hussein and used for military purposes. The
Red Cross will oversee distribution of the supplies in Iraq
to ensure the help is received by the proper hands.

South African Leaders
Reconcile Differenc es
for Two Days
Leaders of the movement against apartheid Mandela and Buthelezi met for the first time in thirty years
Tues. Mandela, leader of the African National Congress,
and Buthelezi, head of Inkatha party, sought to end the
bloody fighting that has plagued South Africa in favor of
"mutual tolerance". In their quest for a cease to fighting
the two leaders hoped to work towa,rd achieving political freedom from the white South African government.
The two leaders appealed to their followers to stop
attacking each other and focus on assembling some sort
of plan to achieve their common goals. However the
cease fire ended Thurs. upon reports of outbreaks of
violence between the groups.
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Affirmitive Action Advocacy Plan to
Upcoming UNH Events

be updated to achieve racial balance
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
Staff Reporter
University of New Hampshire staff and administration have
recently updated its Affirmative
Action Advocacy Plan in hopes to
increase diversity of the student
body in future years.
According to Chris BurnsDiBiasio, director of Affirmative
Action, out of a total of 11,468
students enrolled at UNH, 88 are
Asian, 57 are Hispanic, 37 are
African-American and 18 are of
Native American origin.
· In comparison, the University of Vermont, a campus with
2,000 fewer students, reported 137
students of Hispanic origin, 91
students of African-American
origin and 27 students of Native
American
origin.

Nitzschke said the University
would "assume the responsibility
of taking an aggressive role of
reaching out to minority students."
Nitzschke added that cultural
diversity provides part of the
depth of an education.
The aggressive role of the
University will include targeted
recruiting, according to Nitzschke
and Burns-DiBiasio.
Other parts of the plan are
financial assistance in the form of
scholarship packages: support
services that will reach into areas
such as mentor programs and
academic support systems, said
Burns-DiBiasio. She also added
that this will include a monitoring

"We've had a very passive approach to minority students. Now
it's an institutional priority"

BurnsDiBiasio
said that
the UNH
is
data
Chris Burns-DiBiasio,
provided
director of Affirmative Action
by studentswho
choose to identify their ethnic and evaluation system for stubackground when they enroll. dents, faculty and staff.
The plan will be aimed at atBecause of this, 564 are non-classitracting and successfully turning
fied.
According to Bums-DiBiasio, out minority students, whom it is
the University is required by law designed to help.
Both Buford and Burns-DiBiato take action to address underrepresented groups, something it sio said the University's historically passive role toward minorhas done since the 1970s.
but according to Burns-OiBia- ity enrollment is a uung of the
sio, the new advocacy plan will past.
"We've had a very passive
address what the University considers to be a moral and an eco- approach to minority students.
nomic imperative. It will now Now it's an institutional priority,
include students, as well as em- " said Burns-DiBiasio.
Although .the plan is still
ployees, as part of its Affirmative
Action Advocacy Plan.
being reviewed by the Board of
"We're concerned about the Trustees, Burns-DiBiasio said she
quality of the educational experi- hopes certain aspects of the plan
ence our students receive," said can begin to move forward before
final approval.
Bums-DiBiasio.
Dale
UNH President

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "Shaping of Political Ideas in Post-Authoritarian Eastern Europe,"
George Romoser, UNH. Sponsored by Center for International Perspectives. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
MEN'S TRACK - vs. Mass & Holy Cross. Field House, 6 p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Boston Univ.ersity. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
UNDERGRADUATE PRIZE PLAYS - ''Three Years Later;" "fhe Pen and the Fractured Kitten;" and
"Mantis." Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.

SATURDA~FEB RUARY2
UNH MUSIC DEPT. AUDITIONS- For appointment, call 862-2404, M-F, 8:30-4:30 p.m. Transfer students
only.
MEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Maine. Field House, 1 p.m.
INDOOR TRACK - vs. Maine. Field House, 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM - Alfred Hitchcock Festival with ''The Birds," "Rear Window," and ''North by Northwest."
Strafford Room, MUB, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
GYMNASTICS- UNH Invitational (Michigan State, George Washington, Iowa, Ohio State) Field He use,
7p.m.
UNDERGRADUATE PRIZE PLAYS- ''Three Years Later;" "fhe Pen and the Fractured Kitten;" and
"Mantis." Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Nicholas Orovich, trombone, Ruth Edwards, piano. Johnson Theater, 3
p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Frances." Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
PERFORMANCE HOURS - Introducing new works in theater and dance. Newman Studio, New
Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m., free.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4
"EYES ON THE PRIZE," Vol. I, 1962-66. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 3:30-5:30 p.m.
SPANISH FILM - ''Man Facing Southeast." Richards Auditorium, Murkland 4 and 7 p.m., $1.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION - Business Office, Stoke, 4:30-7 p.m.
AUDITIONS - Theater & Dance auditions for Shakespeare's "All's Well That Ends Well." Johnson
Theater, 6-11 p.m.
MOVIE/DISCUSSION - "Do the Right Thing." Lounge, Hubbard, 7:30 p.m.
TRADITIONALJAZZSERIES-Concert#74,JohnnyMince,clarinet, withTommyGallantTrio. Strafford
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office and at door.

CORRECTIONS .....

PERFORMANCE HOURS - Introducing new works in theater and dance. Newman Studio, New
Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m., free.

Th~ following errors appeared in the Tuesday, January 29, 1991 edition of The New Hampshire:

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Last day for graduate students to register without $25 late fee.

- On page three in an article on terrorism fears, the UNH Granada
Program was identified as Grenada.

BROWN BAG SERIES- "Health vs. Hype." Carroll Room, 12:30-1:30 p.m.

-A page three story about peace protestors did not include that the
protestors meet every Wednesday at noon on Thompson Hall.

LECTURE - "New Voices: The Challenge of Diversity," Ishmael Reed, African American Poet and
Novelist, Johnson Theater, 12:30-2 p.m.

-On page four in a story on alcohol policies, junior Marie Garland
was identified as a senior.

CELEBRATION OF LIFE - In memory of Phyllis A. Hoff. 1925 Room, Alumni Center, 1-2 p:m.
"WORKING WITH A DIFFERENCE-A VOLUNTEER FAIR." Granite State Room, MUB 1-4 p.m.

-In the same story, it was incorrectly stated that Chesney' s office
decided on sanctions when a case came up for review. Chesney's
office suggests sanctions to the board.
-A caption on page five identified House Speaker Harold Burns as
William Burns.

GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION - Business Office, Stoke, 4:30-7 p.m.
FIRESIDE INFORMATION - Find out more about outdoor trips this semester. Strafford Room, MUB, 6:30
p.m.
SPANISH FILM - ''Man Facing Southeast." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.

-Also on page five in a story on USNH budget cuts, Vice Chancel
lor for the University System relations Gene Savage was identified
as vice chancellor in the state legislature.

PEACE CORPS - Gibbs Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
''TO SAY OR NOf TO SAY" (language). Main lounge, Engelhart, 7:30 p.m.

All questions concerning errors and story content in general should be
brought to the attention of Laura Deame, Editor-in-Chief, Kim Hilley, Man~ ,
aging Editor or Birger Dahl and,.Li,:zd_a Hyatt, News Editors.

forms and detaif:s._
Administration. Office, f?.oom 322Jor
stop in the MUB
To submit infonnation
.
.
.
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What is really important?

Marni Kvidera
Molecular Biology
Junior

Dawn Lyman
English Education
Junior
'Things that affect people deeply
and have repercussions on other
events. Things that mean enough
so others remember them."

"Finishing the fifty pages I have to
read for my quiz in a half an hour."

"Kibbles n' Bits. Kibbles n' Bits. I
wanna get me some Kibbles n'
Bits."
Fred the Wonder Pup
Calcium Anthropology
Freshdog (Senior in dog years)
Elaine Delong
Hotel Management
Junior

Mike McNeilly
English
Junior

"Happiness. Money. Peace.
Health. Power."

"Making sure you have your shoes
on the right feet and of course
eating."

'That the soldiers kick Hussein's
ass and get out of the Gulf as soon
as possible."
Ken Pera
English Education
Sophomore

Amy Burns
Psychology
Graduate Student

"Family--oh and Sex, Drugs, and
Rock and Roll."

Tim Melia
History
Junior
"Doing the right thing because
it's right."
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Kuwaiti citizen flees
country at outbreak
of war; crimes to UNH
By Ken Rivard

News Reporter

It was Thursday and Feras
Hantash was taking advantage of
his day off, as a research assistant
at the University of Kuwait, when
the phone rang.
"Wake up! Open the radio!
The Iraqis have just invaded
Kuwait," his brother was yelling
through the phone receiver.
Feras turned on his radio to
the Kuwaiti station. The announcer was calling for Arabs to
come to the aid of Kuwait; however, the Iraqi station was saying
the Iraqis had come to help the
revolution in Kuwait.
Feras could not believe what
was happening. "We are Arabs,"
he said. But it was true, and brother
was now fighting brother.
Feras, a· native of Kuwait,
spent the first two weeks of the
Iraqi invasion in his homeland.
Since then, he has continued to
work on his master's degree in
microbiology at the University of
New Hampshire.
In the days before the invasion, life in Kuwait went on as it
normally did, said Feras. "The day
before, my uncle was telling me
that he heard on his radio that the
Iraqi troops were gathering on the
Kuwaiti boarder. I told him that
these must just be threats. No way
would they do anything. We're
Arabs."
'The Iraqi (radio) station was
saying, 'We came to help the revolution in Kuwait, which was not
true, of course. There never was a
revolution in Kuwait," said Feras.
But now, he said, the stores
are closed, the schools are closed
and no one walks in the streets at
night.
"Iraq tried to run the schools,
but nobody is teaching. Nobody
cares about teaching right now,"
said Feras.
Fortunately for Feras, he had
met a professor from the University of New Hampshire last spring
who had encouraged Feras to
come here and work on his degree. To get to America after the
invasion, Feras only needed to
travel into nearby Jordan.
Although the trip took 36
hours and Feras only had one night
to prepare to leave, leaving Kuwait was relatively simple.
11
A relative of the family called
and said, 'Feras, I want to head to
Jordan tomorrow. What do you
think?' He knew that I would go
to the United States for my stud-

ies. At the beginning, I didn't know
what to do. I wanted to stay with
my family. But my father said,
'Don't waste your future. This is
going to take a long time. Just
go."'
In order to become a citizen
of Kuwait, one's father must also
be a citizen of Kuwait. Feras' father is Jordanian, making Feras
legally Jordanian, even though he
was born in Kuwait. This gave
Feras the freedom to enter Jordan'.
Once the invasion came and
Ferashadleftforthe United States,
life in Kuwait for Feras' parents,
brother and two sisters became
difficult. '1 guess the sanctions
were taking effect, even though
Iraq was saying they weren't. Yes,
because the prices were skyrocketing," said Feras.
Before the allied nations attacked Iraq, the sanctions had
raised the cost of a chicken to about
$30 and a box of laundry detergent cost $50. This is ironic for a
country that had been one of the
richest in the world a half-year
earlier.
Resistance and violence also
increased after Feras left his home.
"There was some resistance, some
separated incidents here and there,
some were trying to fight. But of
course, they couldn't do anything
against a big force."
Feras received information
about Kuwait from his parents.
Feras said getting mail in or out of
Kuwait was a chore in itself. His
parents had to smuggle the letters
out of Kuwait using people who
were traveling to Jordan. Feras'
unclP in Jordan would then send
the letters to the United States.
Feras would get letters into Kuwait by the same method.
Feras' family is now safely in
Jordan, away from the fighting.
300,000 other citizens of Jordan,
who were living in Kuwait when
the war started, are also taking
refuge in Jordan. Rooms are difficult to find and jobs are impossible. Feras' family is now living
in an apartment, but neither his
father nor his brother can find a
job.
Feras is frustrated at the
media coverage of the war. 'We
see the bombing of Tel Aviv. We
see the bombing of Baghdad. But
nobody's seen the bombing of
Kuwait and that's the issue here.
We are not seeing any pictures of
the destruction that's happening
there."
Without pictures or firm evi-
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NOTICESf
ACADEMIC
SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP: SURF
grants undergraduates to spend nine weeks full time during the
summer on a research project. Student receives $2,000; faculty
collaborator receives $400. You must have a 3.2 GPA to apply.
Deadline is March 15. Applications UROPOffice, Room 209, Hood
·
House.
UROPUNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH A WARDS: Students who
wish to pursue a research project and receive a stipend or support
to defray research expenses should contact Uqdergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP), Room 209, Hood House,
for info and applications. Deadline is March 15.

ATHLETICS
GRAND OPENING OF FITNESS CENTER: Rec Sports will open a
new fitness center in the Field House on Monday, Feb. 4 at 7 a.m.
Regular Fitness Center hours can be found on the open recreation
facility schedule.
dence showing what is going on
in Kuwait, Feras said all the news
from the media should be taken
with a grain of salt.
''To get any real news, you
have to get it from a neutral source
and in this war there isn't one
yet,"hesaid.Ferasexplainedhow,
during the Iran-Iraq war, the Iraq
radio station would give statistics
to make it appear that they were
.winning, while Iran would present statistics which made it appear they were winning.
Regardless of who is winning,
Feras wishes the war had not come
at all. 'The countries have destroyed Kuwait. Iraq is destroyed.
People are being killed: Iraqis,
Kuwaitis, Saudi Arabians and
Israelis. The situation is very
complicated. Maybe if we had let
the sanctions work for a while,
Iraq would have withdrawn."
Feras admits that now that
the war has begun, Saddam
Hussein cannot and will not leave
unless he receives his demands,
which include a peace conference
with the Middle East nations to
work toward uniting the Arab
world in peace.
11
I guess it's a good idea to
have peace, but in some way I
agree with what President Bush
says; that you can't link the two
issues (the invasion of Kuwait and
the uniting of the Arab world)."
"I know Saddam Hussein did
not invade Kuwait for the sake of
the Palestinians," said Feras, adding that the invasion came because
of disputes over oil prices just
before the invasion.
Feras still would love to return to Kuwait. 11A country to me
is not just a piece of paper that
says you are a Kuwaiti. It is something inside of you," he said.

Got a list of Complaints?
Write·a letter to the /. •·
Editor.

GENERAL
OPEN LINE: A confidential, student-run, crisis intervention and
information hotline focusing on Gay /Lesbian Bisexual issues. Call
862-3922.

GREEK LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE: UNH Greek Leadership
Conference sponsored by Student Activities/lFC/Panhellenic .
Saturday, February 2, MUB 9 a.m. - 3 p.m., $5 per person. Information: 862-1001.
INFORMAL RUSH: Alpha Phi Omega, a national service co-ed fraternity believing in leadership, friendship, and service. February
4,7, and 12, Durham Room, MUB, 7 p.m. Information: 862-5620.
LESBIAN DROP-IN DISCUSSION GROUP: Information: 8623823. Tuesdays, Resource RO?m #249, Health Services, 3-4 p.m.
SUPPORT GROUP: Peer support for survivors of sexual assault.
Facilitated by SHARPP Victim Advocates. Free and Confidential.
Call SHARPP, 3494 for location and information: Tuesdays, 7-9
p.m.

HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health
Education and held in Health Services:
AL-ANON MEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222, noon-1
p.m.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS:
Room#201A, 1-2 p.m.

Tuesdays, Conference

AA MEETINGS: Open only to those "who have a desire to stop
drinking" Monday- Friday, Conference Room #201A, noon-1 p.m.
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; available at the Office of Health Education & Promotion
Mon. 9-2:30; Tues. 9-11:45; Call x3823 for an appointment.

MEETINGS
THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Slide show of last semester
events. Talk about upcoming events. Monday, February 4, Room
10, Pettee Hall, 6 p.m.
STUDENTS INHUMAN RESOURCES MEETING: Introduction to
thecampuschapter, benefits,andopportunitiesofbeingamember.
Monday, February 4, Room 201, McConnell, 6:30 Pp.m.
Rt. 108, Next to Foreign Car Lot, 7 p.m.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines
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New UACs expected
to attract students
"We haven't built anything like it for 50 years."
By Steve Clark

News Reporter
The University of New
Hampshire is in the process of
building a new apartment complex behind A lot, a parking lot
located across the street from
the Field House. With plans to
have residents there by next September, the Housing and Conferences office has been mailing
out fliers to home and campus
addresses, encouraging students
to reserve housing there.
Barbara Paiton, director of Ho~sing and Conferences
said the fliers circulated to the
students and to their parents
were not an indication that the
apartments were not going well
with the students. They were
circulated because "Feb. 6 is the
application day for housing and
no one had any way of knowing
how they were going. Students
never had the opportunity to
show interest, and didn't have
the option to apply yet." The
fliers were just a way of "presenting a different type of housing."
Housing on campus "is
bursting at the seams" said Paiton. Paiton also said the new
complex will help lift the bur-

den of finding housing, a problem
that seems to be circulating around
campus.
"It's no big secret that
enrollment in the University is
decreasing," said Paiton. ''But in
the long run, this is the best time to
build."
Due to the recent decrease in the economy, it is cheaper
to hire a contractor now, she said.
Housing experts feel enrollment
will increase in the next ten years,
and new housing will be necessary, Paiton added.
Paiton said she is hopeful that there will be enough interested students interested to fill the
new apartments. The name of the
complex will be voted on by students tllrough a ballot vote to be
held in February.
There will be two live-in
managers and· no resident assistants (RAs) in the new complex,
said Paiton. However, she said,
the campus alcohol policy will also
apply to the new apartments.
Victor Azzi, associate
vice president of Campus Planning and Real Property Management, said the money used to build
the apartments came from borrowing. Sometimes it is possible
to get money from benefactors or
from the state, but in this case the

money came from loans, he added.
Azzi also said the money
will be repaid by the tenants that
live in the new apartments. He
said "it should become the most
preferred place on campus to live.
We haven't built anything like it
for 50 years."
Paiton said the buildings
have a "well constructed, high
quality design." She said the
apartments will have different
furniture than all the other dorm
and apartments across campus,
l:>ecause student opinion played a
part in the planning of the new
buildings.
In a six-person apart- .
ment there are three bedrooms, a
full kitchen, a bathroom with a
shower and separate bath, two
sinks, and two toilets.
Pa iton said this should help the atmosphere in the apartments '1ess
institutionalized and more like
home."
A central community
building will provide space for
students to study and gather, said
Paiton.
The speculated cost for a
four-person apartment per person
is $1,393 per semest~r. A five-person apartment will cost $1,343
while a six-person apartment will
cost $1,293, according to Paiton.

Construction continues on the new Undergraduate Apartment
Complex behind A lot. (Ed Sawyer photo)

New Biological Sciences Center is
the biggest project UNH has seen
By Gina Di Gregorio
project. The site Azzi most faNews Report~r
vors, would connect the new
The $52 million probuilding with Kendall Hall and
posed Biological Sciences Center
Nesmith Hall. This would inwill create better equipped classvolve renovations to these buildrooms for the Biochemistry, Biolings, Azzi said.
ogy, Microbiology and Biomet"To put all of the biorics departments by 1993, if all
logical sciences together would
goes well, according to Victor
be helpful," said Tom Fairchild,
Azzi, associate vice president of
dean of.College of Life Sciences
Campus Planning and Real Propand Agriculture. It is important
erty Management.
for scientists to interact with one
According to Azzi, it
another and the Kendall and
will be the biggest
project UNH has
ever seen.
"Spaulding and Nesmith are old
"Spauldand are not equipped for the reing and Nesmith
search that these depar_tments
are old and are not
equipped for the
need."
Victor Azzi
research that these
departments
V.P. of Campus Planning
need," said Azzi.
He said
the project will be funded by the
Nesmith hall site is ideal for this
state and the federal government.
interaction, he added.
'1t's (the project) expenAccording to Azzi,
sive because of its size and the
UNH President Dale Nitzschke
kinds of space and services that is
will make the final decision as to
needed for the departments,"
where the building will be built.
A.µisaid.
The campus planning office is
Accordingto Azzi, there
still seeking an architectural firm
are five proposed sites for the
to continue the project.
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Comniuter TranSfer
Center takes ·beating

Many seIVices at CTC have been cut. (Ed Sawyer photo)

U.R.O.P. solves
research ·angst
By Bob Durling
received small stipends.
News Reporter
The original funding for
You' re an angry youth, the program came from the
full of rebellion and high school University and the principal fundangst, and you're sitting in one of ing still comes from there. But in
your seemingly endless series of light of UROP' s current budget of
astoundingly dull math courses. over $30,000, Brown is looking at
"Why," you mutter to yourself corporate and private foundations
constantly, drawing the beady for additional funding.
stares of your classmates. "Why
And, Brown is quick to
dolhavetotakethisidioticcourse? add,any student in good academic
I'm never going to need to know standing is eligible to apply for
howtodothis,yousay. Whyhave the awards.
the fates punished me so? Why
Hendee, who started
have they cursed me with pre- work on her project last semester,
calculus?"
· is designing a program for IBM
UNH senior Susan Hen- computers, using the Linkway
dee is preparing to answer just program, that will tell a student
such questions. Hendee, a math why math is necessary for many
education major, has been work- careers.
ing since last semester on a reStudents using the prosearch project titled, ''The Practi- gram will be presented with a main
cal Uses of Mathematics: A Guide menu listing many different kinds
for the High School Student."
of jobs. Students will select one
Hendee is one of 45 stu- and the computer will tell the
dents who received small mone- students how math is used in that
tary awards last fall from the job.
Undergraduate Research OpporHendee herself was surtunities Program (UROP) in order prised at the number of careers
to support their research in fields that used math. She, before doing
ranging from harbor seal behav- the research, had dreaded trying
ior to female sexuality in the works to explain to future students why
of William Faulkner.
they needed math skills. That's
Dr. Donna Brown, the what spurred her to start her redirector of UROP, said the pro- search, under the supervision of
gram started in the spring of 1987. her faculty advisor , Professor
At that time, five students received Karen Graham. '1figuredifldidn't
awards from UROP. Now that know any use for this stuff, and
number has reached 70 to 80 stu- I'm a math major...," Hendee
dents, including the 45 who typi- said.
cally received $250 to cover their
According to Hendee,
expenses while getting credits for careers as diverse as forestry conresearch, as well as others doing
·, their research for no credits who
please see UROP, page 14

By Gina DiGregorio
News Reporter
If there was a list entitled,
"University of New Hampshire
Endangered Organizations," the
Commuter Transfer Center (erC),
located on the basement floor of
the Memorial Union Building
(MUB), would be at the top of it.
This year, the center has
suffered severe budget cuts and is
struggling to keep itself open.
Many services have been cut, and
many more will suffer, according
to junior Bob Kuhl, Commuter
Transfer Center student manager.
Up until the end of last
year, ere was coordinated by two
full-time professionals. At the
beginning of this year, ere became student run. Unable to afford hiring two full-time employees, CTC officials decided to try to
give eight work-study students all
the responsibilities of running the
center.
"fhe only money left is
money for labor, enough to pay
the students," said Betsy Parente,
assistant director of Student Activities and ere advisor.
Since the center has become student-run, there have been
many changes, such as the hours
that it is open. Before the budget
cuts, ere was open from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m., Monday through Thursday. Now, ere is open from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through
Thursday,and 10a.m. to4:30p.m.

on Fridays.
This year, a CTC program that used to mail out information on housing to off-campus
students was also cut. CTC could
not afford to spend the money to
photocopy letters and buy large
quantities of stamps. Another
program that offers a resource
center for students _returning to
school after taking a semester off
has also been cut because of a lack
of funds.
Despite the cuts, ere still
offers commuters as much as it
can. Resources for off-campus
housing, in the form of lists, are
extensive. The roommate file,
which matches people who have a
place to live and need roommates,
or vice versa, also helps students
with housing. There's also a housing list and the housing/work exchange list, which allows students
to clean houses and watch children in exchange for room and
board. The CTC also has landlord
evaluations, which can be filled
out or read.
Students can borrow
anything from a typewriter to
jumpercablesaslongastheyleave
identification at the CTC desk. A
ride board displays names of
people who are looking for rides,
as well as those people who are
able to offer rides to just about any
destination.
If the Student ActivitiesFee Organization was not so

limited, erCcould offer more, Parente said. "It (the budget cut) has
forced us to look at how we spend
money."
The UNH Student Senate has been working closely with
theerC.
According to senior Jill
Conrad, chairperson of the Commuter Greek Affairs Council, the
focus of the CTC last semester was
set on the parking situation, and
this semester there are new ideas
to focus on.
"By reconstructing the
responsibility of commuter senators, we would like to have them
help the Commuter Transfer
Center more," Conrad said.
UNH
senior
Sue
Sylvestre is also helping the ere
through her field experience research. Sylvestre surveyed students in the MUB about what services they use and what services
they want to see at the ere.
"I'm doing this (the research) to keep it (CTC) a float,
because I think it could be a strong
thing for commuters," Sylvestre
said.
Sylvestre said she would
like to finish her research as soon
as possible in order to go over her
findings with Parente. •
Furtner aspirations of the
CTC include helping commuters
become involved with co-recreational sports and presenting off
cam pus housing programs to residents in the dormitories.

Division of Continuing Education to open classes at Pease. (Ed Sawyer photo)

UNH business school goes to Pease
By Doug Moon
News Reporter
This spring the University of New Hampshire Division
of Continuing Education (OCE)
will renew a program begun last
fall, which uses classrooms located
at Pease Ah: Force base to link
New Hampshire's business needs
with management and technical
education.
A part of the OCE cur-

riculum entitled "Partnership for
Technology and Management
Training" was developed to provide easier access to businesses on
the seacoast.
"The facility at Pease Air
Force Base provides easier access
to businesses in the seacoast and
from the north and south," said
WilliamMurphy,deanofcontinuing education. The added classroom space off-campus has also

facilitated growth in the partnership program, he said. Linda
Conti, marketing director, said,
''The focus at Pease is professional
development.
"We have increased the
number of business courses, allowing for instruction in management and leadership, human resources~ technical information and
manufacturing management.''
please see PEASE, page 15
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The New Hampshire
is al ways looking for
good writers.
A loose computer chip causes panic at UNH Telecommunications. (file photo)

Phone-system problem almost
causes campus-wide shutdown
By Ben Zipkin
Staff Reporter
What was originally
thought to be a large problem
turned out to be little more than
a loose computer chip when
UNH Telecommunications was
able to quickly repair a faculty
computer board on Wednesday
night, effectively preventing the
shutdown of telephones around
campus.
This past Wednesday,
the telecommunications office
issued a letter stating that phones
around campus were going to be
shut down between ~idnight
and 7 a.m yesterday morning
while the system was being
looked at.
If the problem was not
solved in the time allotted, the

shutdown was scheduled to occur
again this morning. But because
the repairs, which began at midnight on Thursday morning, lasted
approximately fifteen minutes, the
phones did not have to shut down.
"The phone system is
like any computer system, and
computers are prone to break
down. We originally thought the
problem was in the processor
switch, which would constitute a
major repair. However, the malfunction was simple and we were
able to correct in about fifteen
minutes. I would bet that no service was interfered with," said
Kathryn Mullholand, coordinator
of telecommunication analysis.
Coin telephones were not
affected and telecommunications
granted dispatch service to the

police department and health services in case of an emergency. Due
to th~ speed and efficiency of the '
repairs, no inconvenience was
reported to telecommunications.
On Wednesday night,
most students were unconcerned
about the repairs. Sophomore
Nick Jahn said, "They picked a
good time to do it. I don't plan to
use the phone between twelve and
seven."
Several students, however, voiced concern and worry.
"It sounds stupid, but what if
there was an emergency? Why
couldn't these things be taken care
of during break?" asked freshman
Karl Strohmeyer.
Phone lines are currently operating at one hundred
percent.

Stop by Rm. 151 in the
MUB for more info.

Have a sturdy professionally
constructed & installed loft in
your room in one hour!

Adds over 100 cubic feet of space for your room!
Enough to make room for that desk, computer, fridge, st~eo, or couch.

• Easy to assemble and disassemble, can be
used for all 4 years of college (even more
years if necessary).
• Can easily support over 1,000 lbs.
Will not squeak (under any circumstances).
• Gives room a sense of class,
individuality and comfort.
• Keeps your slobby friends off your bed.

ONLY $79.00 ~tii~~~OEA.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION OR WOULD LIKE TO SEE
PHOTOS OF SOME OF THE MORE THAN 200 LOFTS ALREADY
INSTALLED, CALL:

868-1979

PHONE

TODAY

Hey

Advertisers!
Help us serve·you
bette·r...
d deadlines help us plan ahead. Please
et your ads in to the Business Office (room
l OB, MUB) by the following times:

··-

For insertion in Tuesday's edition:
,
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he Business Office is open:
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;

l 0:00am-2:00pm
U.S. Marine Medic Clarence Conner, 21, received the first Purple Heart in Operation Desert
Storm. - (AP photo)

Tuesday & Thursday;
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KIDS, from pag~ 1
ute on, my family and I became
consume d with what was going
on. We couldn't turn off CNN.
We couldn't sleep, wonderi ng
where Stephen was or what he
was doing."
"Finally," he said, "We
had to become less involved . We
realized we were in a helpless
situation , which is part of the
problem of the war."
Presiden t Nitzschk e is
also a member of the non-political
American Arab Affairs Council
based in Washing ton, D.C. The
organiza tion's goal is "fostering a
good relations hip between the
United Stated and Arab countries."
He said through workshops and seminars the United
States and Arab countrie s can
exchange their views and cultures so that each can be better
understood. We often only see
the Arabs as "camel jockeys," said
Nitzschke, adding that this program extends to Israel. Israel's involveme nt helps to develop a
positive, producti ve relations hip
for Israel and other Arab nations.
Mostly, the council tries
to show "the value of human
life," he said, adding that to succeed "people need to be brought
together to solve their differ-

~

ences."
The war also hits close to
home for UNH Ex~utiv e Vice
Presiden t Gus Kinnear. His stepson, Stephen Cundari , and his
nephew, Neil Kinnear, are each
serving in the Navy in Saudi Arabia. Both were shipped out to the
desert in December.
Kinnear, a retired Four
Star Navy Admiral , fully supports
the effort in the Gulf, and has
absolute confiden ce in his stepson
and nephew.
"Both are professio nals
and are well trained to carry out
their professi onal responsi bilities," said Kinnear. His stepson is
a combat rescue helicopter pilot
and could help save downed soldiers from being picked up by Iraqi
troops.
Like most people, Kinnear hopes the war will end soon.
"We are working against a guy
(Saddam Hussein ) who has complete disregar d for the people on
Earth."
"He acts with hatred,"
Kinnear said. "You have to wonder if maybe he hates himself."
Since Neil and Stephen
left for the Persian Gulf, Kinnear
has not been able to talk with either of them; Howeve r, he said
this was good news, "No news is
good news."

perh aps now woul d be a good

time to call
Coo l-Ai d
862- 2293
=

-
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THE MUS IC HALL
28 CHISTN UT ST
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TRIAL, from page 1

the University, Steadma n would
be allowed back in. "Steadm an
feels ecstatic," said Lyons. "He
intends to get his degree and continue with his basketba ll training," Lyons added.
Steadma n refused to
comment.
UNH senior Sarah
Zellinger said she was appalled .
"Headm itted he had sex without
expresse d consent," she said. ''I
think this will set a preceden t at
the Universi ty that it is okay to
rape someone . Sure you get your
name plastered all over the newspa pers, but other than that it
doesn't affect ym,1."
UNH Sigma Nu brother
and junior Marc Condojani said
he is "really scared about this
kind of ruling." He said he
thought the courts were preventing the Universi ty from protecting its students . ''I pay $10,000
per year to go here. I want to
know UNH is a little safer than
. ·t ,, h
the Streets Of Some b 1g
Cly, e
said.
Nadeau stated in his
ruling that "while it is clear the
Universi ty has crafted its rules
with the intention of providin g
constitu tionally required due
process, the actual process afforded in this case is marked by
several deficiencies which when
taken together amount to the
denial of due process." Nadeau
said the board's decision was
based "not on the testimon y of
the woman, but rather on the
admissio n of Mr. Steadma n that
he did not obtain actual verbal
consent. "
Nadeau also said it was
"unclear from thetestim onyhow
the member s of a particula r board
are selected and who makes the

selection." The selection should
not be made by someone directly
linked to the prosecut ion, he said.
Assistan t Dean for Student Affairs
BarbaraB rueggem ann'spar ticipationinth eearlyst agesofth eprosecution makes her not impartia l to
the case, Nadeau said.
Bruegge mann refused to
commen t on the case.
Nadeau also stated that
there is an absence of facts in the
hearing. '!'he conduct board's
absence "of such findings in this
case make it harder to review the
reasonableness, fairness and legalityofthe endresu lt,"Nade ausaid.
Nadeau also stated that
the prosecut or was represen ted
by Ruth Abelman n, associate director of Resident ial Program s,
while Steadma n was represen ted
bya student advisor. Nadeau said
thiswasu nfairbec auseAbe lmann
and the student advisor were not
of equal influence.
Nadeau
said
Abelma nn's "stature in the University commun ity and her recognized status as a past active participant in the SHARP program
(Sexual Harassm ent and Rape
Preventi on Program ) placed her
in a position of extreme superior ity over Mr. Steadma n's advisor.
In my judgmen t, this disparat e
represen tation was unfair and contributed to a denial of due process."
·

Nadeau also said the
conduct board should allow the
accused person the same representation as the prosecut or. The
accused should be able to "introduce testimon y'' and "introdu ce
records" just as the prosecut or is
able to, said Nadeau.
Nadeau also said that the
time between the notice and hear-

1

(time)

ADMISSI ON)
OfflCI ICALL

ALSO
AYAILA ■ LI
TICKIT MASTI R LOCAT IONS
IY

the Gulf. (courtesy photo)

ing, five days, ~id not give both
parties enough time to sufficiently
prepare for the hearing. Even more
unfair, said Nadeau , was that
Bruegge mann gave the prosecutor a delay for preparat ion while
denying the accused the same
right.
,
The board found Steadman guilty because "he admitted
to sexual intercou rse without having verbal permissi on." In the rules
of conduct, section C-2 of the student handboo k, it states a student
is forbidde n to take part in "sexual
activity without expresse d permission." The maximu m penalty for
this offense is dismissa l.
Nadeal,l said that in the
"context of sexual i;elationships it
is simply not reasonab le to interpret "express ed, permissi on" as
limited to "verbal: permissi on."
Nadeau said he was not deciding
whether the woman.d id or did not
agree to sexual intercou rse, but
that he finds the board was "unreasonab le in its interpret ation of
the offense as written in the student handboo k." :
The board ,also found
Steadma n responsi ble for physical assault. Under the rules of
conduct, section B-2, ,a student is
forbidde n to take ', part in "physical assault ofanothe r person when
harm results, whether or not the
harm was intended ." The maximum penalty for this offense is
also dismissal.
Because the woman was
injured, Steadma n was held accountabl e for causing that injury,
Nadeau said. "Steadm an can not
be held responsi bie unless his
conduct caused the injury," he
added. In the board hearing it was
not proven that Steadma n was
responsible.

(place)
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Stephen Nitzschke, son of UNH Presiden t Dale Nitzschke, is a Marine pilot in
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DRAFT, from page 3
only for people who have been
convicted in the United States of
failing to register with Selective
Service or of failing to report for
induction and who then flee to
Canada. There is no such agreement with Mexico, theothercountry of choice for potential draftdodgers.
Huston said he would
go about it differently: He has
already applied for Canadian citizenship. His father is a citizen of
Canada and Huston said he has
been "thinking about doing it for
years, butthat [the idea ofa draft]
was definf tely the motivating
force."
There are other ways,
called deferments and exemp-.
tions, to avoid being called to
serve, at least for a period of time.
College students can request a
deferment until they finish the
current semester, or the academic
year, if it is their graduation year,
according to Waltman. A deferment may be granted if an emergency arises, such as a serious
illness or death in a person's
immediate family, or if it can be
proved that a person's induction
would cause hardship to his dependents. Waltman said this ·
generally does not mean financial
hardship, but rather "his quadriplegic wife would be unattended
if he was sent to war."
Exemptions get you out
of the process altogether. Ministers, most elected officials and
veterans are exempt from induction. Also exempt are those who
have lost a father, mother, brother
or sister as a result of military
service---what is commonly referred to as the "surviving son."
or sister as a result of military
service---what is commonly referred to as the "surviving son."
The final category of exemption is

the conscientious objector. Who,
according to Waltman, is a person
whd can prove that he has deep,
usuallyreligious,opposition to all
war. The conscientious objector
provides a statement of beliefs,
including how he arrived atthem,
showing the "depth and sincerity
of his conviction," said Waltman.
The conscientious objector is either given a job that involves no
training with guns, such asa medic
or a chaplain's assistant, or is
placed in Alternative Service:
working for a state hospital, conservation programs, the Peace
Corps or some other non-combative post.
UNH senior Joshua
Halsbandsayshewouldgotowar
"to defend American and Israeli
interests in the Middle East."
While he said he isn't
afraid of the institution of a draft,
sophomore Eric Kimball isn't sure
what he would do if it happened.
"It would depend," said
Kimball. '1f we're mowing down
13-year-olds, I don't think I'd do
it." He said, however, that "if the
Iraqis got the advantage" and
"started marching into Saudi
Arabia," he'd fight.
"If there was talk of a
draft, I might try and sign up for
something that might be away
from the ground combat, that
would be almost like suicide," said
sophomore Matthew Craig. '1 was
really scared, but I kind of changed
mywayofthinkingofbeingscared
formyselftosupportingwhathas
been given to us from our heritage."
Junior Tate Forgey, on
the other hand, is opposed to the
idea of war. "I will try to prove
Junior Tate Forgey, on
the other hand, is opposed to the
idea of war. '1 will try to prove
that I am a conscientious objector.

Military personnel inspect a plane. (AP photo)

For years, I have been opposed to
the idea that war is a means of
international diplomacy," he said.
"Not going doesn't mean you're
not a patriot or not·being true to
your country, butthatyou're being
true to something on a deeper level
than that."
Draft counselor Jim
Gladding agreed with that idea
and said the conscientious objector is answering to "a higher calling." Of his work as a draft counselor he said, "I try to provide
information that informs them of
what options are available for
people." Gladding said his phone
has been ringing off the hook since
August or September with young
people." Gladding said his phone
has been ringing off the hook since
August or September with young
men concerned with the possibil-

ity of a draft.
Is there any basis in reality right now for a 20-year-old to
wakeup in themiddleofthenight,
bathed in a cold sweat, dreaming
of a line of men in drab brown
uniforms, marching like lemmings
across the desert, rifles slung over
their shoulder, camouflage hats
on their shaved heads, chanting
the words to ''We're In the Army
Now?"
In the Statement on the
Probability of a Draft, the National
Director of the Selective Service
System Mr. Samuel K. Lessey, Jr.
said, 'The agency has no indication that a draft is needed. Neither
Congress, The White House, nor
said, 'The agency has no indication that a draft is needed. Neither
Congress, The White House, nor

the Department of Defense indicates a draft is under consideration, and the President has said a
draft is not necessary. National
Guard and Reserve Forces (will
be) the primary source of augmentation for U.S. active military
forces."
Lt. Col. Jeffrey Kimball,
U.S. Army ROTC said, while his
daughter and her friends at Exeter
High School are concerned about
the possibility of a draft, "I don't
think we're near that right now."
"I believe the President
is sincere in that he's trying to
keep this all volunteer," Gladding
said. "But, there's only so many
volunteers."
keep this all volunteer," Gladding
said. "But, there's only so many
volunteers."

DEXTER, from page_1
ing passenger Christine Duplessis, who was killed in the crash.
Dexter's defense was
that the accident was caused by
mechanical defects in the car. An
expert brought up evidence
showing that two· screws in the
tires had caused a slow leak in
her back tires, said Dexter's attorney Richard McNamara.
'The evidence against
Dexter was that she had a high
blood alcohol level," said Strafford County Attorney Lincoln
Soldati.
According to Soldati, a
state grand jury originally found
enough evidence for a charge of
negligent homicide to be brought
up against Dexter, and Soldati

said the best he could do was
speculate as to why the county
jury did not convict Dexter of
negligent homicide.
"Maybe they thought
there wasn't enough evidence.
Maybetheyfeltsorryforher. Why
the jury felt there wasn't enough
evidence to convict her, I can't
really say. The state felt the~ was,
but obviously this jury didn't,"
said Soldati.
"We're quite happy with
the outcome of the case," said
McNamara, adding that Judge
Robert Temple had granted the
sentence they had asked for in the
case.
Alpha Chi Omega sorority sisters refused comment on the
case.
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VETS, from page 3
"The tough thing is that someone
but now they and the President
is gonna get killed. When I think
have given the ball to the troops,"
of the people I killed in Vietnam.
Bickford said triumphantly. "We
..they would probably be 42 just
have the ball, now let's score a
like me. And they were probably
touchdown."
good guys. But when it's them or
"We have to be careful
. you, what else can you do?" He
about being complacent. It will
asked. "Over there, our guys are
last a long time," warned Bill
doing a job; something they are
Monbleau of Somersworth. "One
trained to do. I don't think the
good thing though, they will be
troops view protesters as comable to see who they are shooting
munists and likewise, we
at. In Vietnam, we couldn't do
shouldn't see them as baby killthat."
ers."
Kelley cringed at the
In case of a ground war,
mention of a ground war and said
the knowledge that U.S. losses , he is fearful of one taking place.
could increase hangs over the
"Can you imagine what
heads of many.
it will be like if they have to go
Bickford said he firmly
house to house in Kuwait cities?
believes that this war will be a
God, it would be awful."
short one with fewer casualties
With the threat of greater
than any of the past wars. He
losses also comes the prospect of a
predicted that it will last 17 more
draft; an issue that many are now
days.
talking about.
"In 'Nam, Congress
Kelley said he hates to be
fought the war from Congress,
blunt about what he believes will

happen, but resigns himself to the
idea that "if this chews up a lot of
meat, sooner or later, they'll need
new meat."
Kelley also said the government thought that if there was
a quick build-up of American
troops, the public would not be
terribly opposed to the action.
''They started with the
Reserves and lower middle-class
soldiers who madelong-termcommitments to the military, and
people didn't get too upset. But
wait 'til they start taking people
out of school and then it will be a
bigger issue."
Bill Monbleau said without hesitation that there will be no
need for a draft because the
amount of volunteers will be overwhelming.
John Barr, although not
opposed to the draft, said he did
not agree that there wouldn't be
one.

"People aren't lined up
at recruiting stations," he said.
"Once the grinding war starts, they
(people) are smart enough not to
wanttofight,"Barrsaid. "It would
be nice if our warriors were representative of our nation, but often
they are the disadvantaged of the
country."
Regardless of what the
outcome of the war is, each said he
shared the popular view that, as
instruments of policy, U.S. troops
in the Gulf are to be supported.
"I hope that people realize that there will always be war
and that they might someday be
involved. I hope that they never
have to see that," Bickford said
softly, "but if they do, I hope they
support their country."
·
Jack Kelley expressed the
hope that people understand that
"this country is not made of presidential policy, it's made of indi-

viduals. What better piece of patriotism is there than getting
someone out of harm's way?"
Bill Monbleau goes back
to his office to continue work on a
newsletter to soldiers from local
areas who are stationed in the
Middle East.
George Bickford heads
into the bar at the V'FW to watch
the latest news.
Jack Kelley leaves the
Memorial Union Building to head
to class or home to his family and
his studies.
John Barr hangs up so
that he can make it to a meeting in
Concord.
P .J. Briand stands up and
gets ready to head out to look for
work. He looks back over his
shoulder and says with a small
chuckle, "I don't know, but war is
hell."
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UROP, from page 9
suiting, greenhouse managemen t
and veterinary science rely heavily on math skills.
As does managing a restaurant. It has to do with conversions, says H,e ndee, such as figuring how many, say, five-ounce
servings you can get out of 10 lbs.
of meat. And then she mentions
the ham problem - '1f you have
five lbs. of ham, how much of it is
usable and how much gets
thrown away?"
Psychology major Diane Foley is researching a version of the debate, "Do your
parents drive you to succeed, or
do they drive you to the brink of
insanity?" Her research project,
sponsored by Professor Kathleen
McCartney, studies the effects of
parental pressure on students'
academic achievement. She has
divided parents into three different pressure groups - extreme
(I expect my son/ daughter to get
good grades); moderate (I encourage my son/ daughter to get
good grades); and indifference (I
don't care what grades my son/
daughter receives). She expects
the first two groups will have a
positive influence on their
children's grades, although she
said there's a chance of a rebellion effect with the extreme
group.
She is asking students
(she hopes to eventually question 100) 24 questions about the
pressure their mothers and their
fathers put on them and, interestingly, will then send question-

naires to those students' parents
to see howtheyth oughttheyr aised
their kids.
She is also measuring the
student's self-esteem and anxiety
levels, examining the possibility
that a student could have great
academic performanc e as a result
of extreme parental pressure but
beleftaquiv eringemoti onal wreck
as a result.
Jennifer Shea, also a ·
psychology major, analyzed many
court cases involving child witnesses. In such cases, the testimony
of the children is often called into
question -how much of what the
kids are telling is the truth? Shea,
who believes it is entirely possible
that children can add elements of
fiction totheirtesti monies, decided
to look at the flip side of the question: How do adults perceive the
testimony of children? Is an adult
less likely to believe a young witness than an older one?
To find that out, Shea,
whose faculty advisor is Professor
Ellen S. Cohn, invented testimony
in which 5, 10, 15 and 25-year-old
witnesses described robberies that
happened to them. In one version,
the victims had age-specific things
taken from them (for instance, the
10-year-old had her New Kids On
The Block game stolen from her)
and in another all had the same
thing stolen from them. The language was keyed to the way people
of those ages speak. Shea has then
had freshman psychology students read the testimonies and
assess them on the basis of
trustworthi ness, credibility, and

accuracy, among other things.
She expects the students
to think the testimony from
younger witnesses to be more
honest, but testimony from older
witnesses to be viewed as more
credible and trustworthy .
Microbiol ogy major
Laurie Fazekas, under the faculty
supervision of Professor Subhash
C. Minocha, is working on something just a little bit different, as
evidenced by the title of her project - ''Designing a Mouse Gene
for Transfer to Plants via
Agribacter ium." Although this
conjures images of asparagus
covered with gray fur, Fazekas
says the mouse gene was extracted
from the mouse over a decade ago,
and it will be used, in her research,
to try to unlock the secrets of controlling the growth rate of plants.
All the students interthat the projects
agreed
viewed
were a tremendou s experience.
"It's been really challenging. I've
learned an incredible amount,"
said Shea. '1t' s far better than just
sitting in a classroom," said Poley.
"It gets you out there to find out
what it's really about."
"It taught me a lot as far
as getting work done and motivating myself," said Hendee. "You
learn a lot of responsibility."
However, one thing
Hendee, in her quest for mathrelated jobs, didn't learn was why
non-engin eers had to suffer
through pre-calcul us in high
school. As she admitted, "Obviously, not that many people need
it."
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OFFER!

DARKROOMS
B&W AND COLOR READY!
35mm, 120 AND
4X5 EQUIPPED!

CHEM ICALS SUPP LIED !
PRIN TING ROOM S!
$50 FOR STUDENTS
$~0 FOR NON-STUDENTS
DARKROOMS OPEN DURING
MUB HOURS
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Lead a
more

exciting
life ..... .
Be a
reporter!!
Stop by and
.talk to Linda
or Birger.
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PEASE, from page 9
If you took the time to read this,
so would your customers.

For advertising information
contact:
The New Hampshire
Business Office
Room llOB; MUB
or call 862-1323.

'

Conti added that the DCE pro- But now, in virtually any undergram at Pease is in no way associ- taking, from assembly line work
ated with the defense industry. to medicine, science and management, it is essential to continuThe partnership for tech- ouslyupdateyour skill and knowlnology and management train- edge," said John Crosier, presiing, established a year ago, was dent of the Business and Industry
designed to better synchronize Association of New Hampshire.
education goals and business
For further information
needs, she said.
about the Pease seminars contact
"It used to be that you DCE at (603) 862-3183 located at
would work in a discipline and 24Rosemary Lane, Durham, N.H.
learn the job through experience. 03824.

SAFETY, from page 4
between the two departments."
He also stressed that the Town/
Gown only makes recommendations and final decisions on all
aspects of the consolidation are
up to the state, Town Council
and the University.
According to McCabe,
the recommendation to include

·This S~temberi
will you be pounding
the pavement or
on the road
to success?
It's a tough job market out there. You'll be up against some pretty stiff competition. People with the
education and the experience. Of course, there are alternatives - especially for those individuals with an
eye on the big picture.
We're Hannaford Bros. Co., Northern New England's leading food and drug retailer - an established,
highly successful company with annual sales of over $1.5 billion and still growing in this tight fiscal
market. You may know us as Shop 'n Save,Martin's Food & Drug Center and Sun Foods. Our corporate
headquarters are located in Scarborough, ME, and we have stores and opportunities available in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. On FEBRUARY 21, 1991, we'll be returning to
your campus to interview interested, qualified individuals for our

Retail Management Training Program.
Representatives will be on hand to meet with prospective candidates "one-on-one" to discuss the
details of this program which has led many individuals into senior management positions.
It's a tough, intensive and demanding program that accepts only a few promising candidates each
year. People with the leadership skills and drive to succeed. If you're graduating this year with a grade
point average of 3.0 or better and have superior communications skills, don't miss out on this outstanding opportunity. And, come Stptember, instead of looking for work, you can be working toward your future!
For further information, contact your Placement Office. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V.

Hannaford

Hl.,Rros. Co.

the police departments, the courthouse and a communications
center came about because of problems that were seen between the
town and the university. Freedman said a report on these concerns is expected to be issued by
late next week.
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T
JOIN THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE STAFF

Any Bright
Ideas
Lately?

How about
writing for
The New
Hampshire?

stop by rm.
151 in the MUB
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WHA T IS

S.E.L.F.
For more

Students
information, call
862-3283 or 862
Electing to Li VP.
-1494, or ask your Hall
Free
Director. Applications
may be picked up at the
a chemical. free
following locations:
residence hall
Office of Health
Education and Promowhich
tion, Health Services;
provides a
Department of_Housing
and Conferences, Pettee
supportive
House; Residential Programs Office, 13A Hitchenvironment
cock Hall; or the Student
Senate, room 130, MUB.
for non.users
located in
Englehardt Applications
due before the Fall o
199 1
Sponsored by the Office of Hl!lllth Education & Promotion, Hl!lllth Services, and the Sturknt Senate.
Funding from the Office of Alumni Affrzirs and Development.

PERSON AL?
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTE D?
HOUSIN G?
LOST & FOUND ?
SERVIC ES?
BUSINE SS
~~~ OFFICE !
~~ ROOM 110B
MUB
862-132 3

WILDCATESSEN
DELI

*

BAKERY

• PIZZA
•SUBS
• CALZONES
• HOMEMADE SOUPS
• GARDEN & CHEF'S
SALADS

*

STORE

• VEGGIE POCKETS
• CINNAMON ROLLS
• CROISSANTS /
• BAGUETTES
• MUFFINS
• COOKIES

WE SERVE FRESH NUTRITIOUS
PRODUCTS IN A CLEAN AND
SOOTHING ENVIRONMENT ...

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllll1ll:IIIII
1

LOCATED IN STILLINGS HALLNEXT TO STOKE HALL
HOURS OF OPERATION:
SUNDAY 5:00 PM - MIDNIGHT
MONDAY-THURSDA Y 9:00 AM-MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY 9:00 AM-2:00 PM

DON"T
.DRINK
AND
DRIVE!
*

A Public Service Message From
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

___ ___ ___ ___ __T i,..H....E.N.....EW•• HAMPSHIRE,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1991
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Oppo rtunit ies for study at San Diego State
Unive rsity, UC, Santa Cruz, and the over 90
camp uses of the Natio nal Stude nt Excha nge
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Return to Jim Batty, Student Senate
Office, by February 8th.

10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P .M., MUB
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Pick up your petition in the Student
Senate Office, Room 130, MUB

Mond ay, Febru ary 12
Tuesd ay, Febru ary 13
Wedn esday , Febru ary 14

I

~

··-··-

Wedn esday , Febru ary 6 - 4:00 P.M.
Hubb ard Loung e

::-~ Information Tables:
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Tuesd ay, Febru ary 5 -12:30 P.M.
Sulliv an Room , MUB
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Apathy Doesn't Apply Here
A newspaper reporter called us last between. Some feel we as a nation are being
week and asked "Do you think a campus as manipulated to be patriotic. Between the
inactive as UNH will protest the war?"
President's pro-America speeches on TV and
Last week, a reporter from the New news reports that frequently tell of AmeriYork Times wrote that George McGovern can victories, we are almost not allowed to
had visited a cam pus "not noted for its po- criticize ourselves and our invc;>lvement in
litical activism."
this war. Some will say it isn't fair to our
It's
UNH.
at
dead
Activism isn't
soldiers, some will say American and allied
amazing that within the first week of the credibility is at stake. Either way, it's not
Gulf War, there have already been two well- surprising that some students find thempublicized student gatherings, a peace vigil selves changing their opinions every time
and a rally. They collective!y drew only about they learn something new about this con100 students, and perhaps this isn't a great flict.
showing of opinion, but it's a start. There are
It's hard to protest something that
reasons why there have been so few stu- isn't tangible. The Gulf War until this point
dents at these demonstrations.
has been one big media blitz, something we
Many are overwhelmed by the bar- are concerned about, but as a majority, canopinions concerning our involve- not empathsize with. It was normal during
of
rage
ment in the Mideast. Do I wear a yellow the second week of January to say that you
ribbon? Does that mean-I support the sol- were going to stay home and "watch the
diers and not the war? What if I support the war'' on TV. We watched the first bombs
war? Who are the people wearing white drop on the 6 o'clock news, saw Congress
ribbons? Unlike Vietnam, many UNH stu- _ vote for war on CNN. We now watch and
dents have views both for and against the read news with sick fascination, untouched
war, and there are many that are caught in

Another
Hitler
To the Editor:
In 1939 the allies learned
a lesson, a lesson we should never
forget. The lesson was taught to
us by a dictator named Adolf
Hitler. We learned that trying to
appease a dictator does not work.
To appease Saddam Hussein by
giving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict linkage with the Kuwait crisis
would be totally ludicrous.
Hussein is just trying to
draw attention away from the real
issue, which is his naked aggression upon the sovereign nation of
Kuwait. He has never shown any
desire to help the Palestinians.
Could it be b~ause it will be for
his personal gain? Is anyone naive
enough to think he cares about the
Palestinian people? The Palestinians are outcasts in every country
but Israel. Saddam Hussein ruthlessly murdered the Kurdish
minority of Iraq. He doesn't care
about the people in his own country and he surely does not care
about the Palestinians.
He may argue that he is
just working to encourage Islamic
brotherhood. However, in the
Middle East poison gas has been
used four times- and each and
every one was by an Arab coun-

try. Egypt used gas in Yemen,
Libya in Chad, and Iraq has done
so against Iran and the Kurds. So
much for the idea of Islamic brotherhood.
Submitting to the demands of Hussein will cause another problem in world affairs. It
will encourage other nations, especially Syria, to commit aggression knowing that they will be
able to negotiate some consolation from the United States.
The linkage might give
Hussein the one thing that the rest
of the Arab world has been unable
to accomplish; the power to completely destroy Israel. To believe
that the Arabs would stop at the
occupied territories is to be blind
to the over twenty years of the
crisis.
"Dictatorships are inherently unstable. Unstable dictators
with huge armies are inherently
dangerous. We forget that and
arm them to kill us." To give into
a dictatorship is the worst mistake
of all, a deadly mistake.
Michael David Fine

Stop the

Madness
To the Editor:
A major tragedy is unfolding in the Persian Gulf and the

for the most part by the events overseas.
We have also been conditioned not to
care. Not only are we children of the 80's, a
time of prosperity and general peace, but
our generation was the first to make it to
college without experiencing a war. It has
been easy to stay sheltered in the insular
world of UNH, making parking and classes
priorities.
History glorifies the late sixties as a
time when college students drew together in
mass amounts to protest the Vietnam War.
What should be remembered is that student
protests didn't really begin until the end of
the Vietnam war, when most students were
upset because they were watching their
friends getting killed. To think that students
at UNH have already started gathering to
voice opinions shows that at least we are
willing to put ourselves on the line before
the implementation of a draft.
Just don't label the UNH as inactive
the first week of a war that still has a lot of us
questioning.

Middle East. Israeli civilians have ment will be deferred into the
already died from the explosive indefinite future.
impact of Scud missiles landing
Are these the inevitable
on Tel Aviv and have suffocated outcomes of the present conflict? I
in their gas masks as they awaited do not believe that these results
attack by chemical or biological must be accepted passively and
weapons. Palestinian civilians fatalistically. Theycanbeavoided
have been confined to their homes if jingoism is rejected by U.S. public
on the West Bank and in Gaza for opinion and if political statesmen
days at a time by Israeli occupation forces. The peace movement
of Israel, which has been trying to
forge a reconciliation between Jew
and Palestinian, has been put on
the political defensive. Workers
LAURA A DEAME, Editor-in-Chief
from Egypt, the Sudan and Yemen
KIMBERLY HILLEY. Managing Editor
have had to flee the Persian Gulf
LINDA HYATT, News Editor
BIRGER DAHL. News Editor
GLENN SABALEWSKI. Sports Editor
and return to lives of impoverish- . ROB HEENAN. Sports Editor
PHILIP FUJAWA Jr.. Arts Editor
SEAN CARROLL. Arts Editor
ment in their homelands, Iraqi
ED SAWYER. Photography Editor
civilians in large numbers have STEVE KLETT, Forum Editor
MELISSA SHARPLES. Advertising Manager MELISSA INGLIS. Graphics Manager
suffered, first from an economic EMILIA A. KELEMEN. Business Manager
MARIE GARLAND. Graphics Manager
embargo and now from a massive
Layout Editor
Arts Staff Reporters
Staff Reporters
Katelyn Randall
J.W, Morss
April T. Jacobs
U.S. and British aerial attack.
Production Assistant
Arts Reporters
Winifred Walsh
I
Large quantities of crude oil have
Heather Grant
Frank Cushing
Ben Zipkin
Editor
Spot
the
On
Fraze
Vicki
News Reporters
fouled the waters and killed the
JohnDeAnna
Mathew Gross
Steve Clark
Tim Kelleher
wildlife of the Persian Gulf itself.
Steven Moody
Cathy Craig
News Briefs Editor
Winifred Walsh
Christine Danko
If the war continues on
,,
Todd Baker
Sports Reporters
Theodore W. Decker
Circulation Manager
Allison Adamian
Gina DiGreglrio
its present trajectory and the
Suzanne Lee
Dan Bureau
Bob Durling
ground war between U.S. and Iraqi
Assistant Circulation Managers
Heather Grant
Deanna Durnam
Fujawa
Philip
Rob Henderson
Eaton
Scott
forces finally begins, many thouRobert Parsons
Steve Lankier
Todd Eveleth
sandsof American and Iraqi troops
Assistant Business Manager
Katie McGowan
Catherine Fahy
Shauna Sipes
Jen Merrifield
Kristine Grange
will lie maimed or dead on the · Advertising
Associates
Michelle Page
Walter Gregg
sands of Arabia. If the Iraqi govDouglas Poole
Gretchen Hagen
Rebecca Gombert
Kate Scaletti
Leona Koenig
ernment led by Sadaam Hussein
Chris York
Gall Leach
Graphic Assistants
Cartoonists
Lynda Marshall
is backed into a desperate corner,
Kim Brooks
Travis Callahan
Fred McCassey
itmayyetlaunch weaponsofmass
Allison Brown
John Hirtle
Sheila Mccrohan
Susan Reed
Chris Petrillo
Eileen McEleny
destruction against its enemies in
Gail Robertson
Tim Poisson
Doug Moon
Israel and Saudi Arabia. If the war
Photographers
Rick Sawyer
Colleen Murphy
Don Carlson
Nate Underwood
Michelle Purdum
continuesformanymonths, which
Terri Danisevich
Typists
Heather Osborne
is very likely, given the size and
Mike Fish
Paul Edwards
Katelyn Randall
Brion Kinne
Maryellen Gill
Ken Rivard
hard ware of the Iraqi military, the
Blaise T. Masse
J.J. Katz
Sarah Robinson
MikePamham
Michelle Page
economic expense to the U.S will
Jason Scott
Copy Editors
Carol Palmer
Fiona Strater
be large and domestic efforts to
Kim Armstrong
Mike Willerer
Don Taylor
Eileen Malloy
Cristen Williams
Pete Welburn
rebuild infrastructure, educate the
Eileen McEleney
Weston
Tomson
young, and husband the environChris York

Letters
continued on
pg. 20
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Pulse Report
From
Student Senate
Submitted b
Ann-Marie
Welco
Last cellorVan Ummersen, University
semester, students from UNH par- Systems, is convinced we cannot
ticipated in one of the largest pro- support the University on that
tests for students rights in the last much of a loss and has requested
two decades here on campus. an increase. WE, as students, need
Many of the demands generated to stand up and support the Chanfrom the protest were addressed cellor--demandingthe state make
by the administration by the end educationaPRIORITY. Watchfor
of last semester and during the PRO-EDUCATIONRALLIESand
winter break. In last Tuesday's public hearings in Concord. Write
New Hampshire, an article ex- to state representatives and enplained the details of the parking courage your family to do the
situation on campus. There will sa
On campus, pay attenbe other articles to address the
other points from the protest. The tion to the many elections this sesolutions to our demands were mester. In addition to the Student
only the first portion of our pro- Body Elections in April for Stutest. The other is the pro-active dent Body President, Vice Presisteps to construct a student bill of dent, senators, and the Student
rights. This bill of rights will not Representative to the Durham
only help us today but will aid the Town Council, we will be having
students of tomorrow. If you are an election in March for the Stuinterested in participating in the dent Trustees. The schools in the
construction of this bill of rights University system rotate this one
contact the Student Senate office. VOTING student position on the
We are also beginning to look at Board of Trustees. Next year is
the structure of the Student Senate our year again. Anyone interested
to see if it needs to be changed. in more information should conAgain, if you have any ideas, tact Ted Grimbilas or Jim Batty in
questions, or want to be invqlved, the Student Senate office.
call us.
Sound like a busy semesThis is an important ter? Stay tuned for more informasemester for the University. The tion as we get it, and be prepared
state will be deciding our budget to go out and support your ed. ucafor the next two years. Governor tion. If you have any questions
Gregg is determined to reduce the cal] the Student Senate office, 862state's deficit by reducing 1494, or stop by room 130 MUB.
everyone's budget by 10%. Chan~-!Marie 'Eleftis tfu Stu.amt 'Body 'Vice
President

Don'tjust
look smart~ ..
Act it!

Write
for
The
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
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IFrom pg. 18 I
step forward to seriously
confrontthe long standing issues
which have perpetuated conflict
in the Middle East. TI;iese issues
are several and intricately interwoven, but they must be addressedand resolved if the world
is to escape its recent history of
terrorism, arms races and oil price
shocks.
The first issue is the legitimate desire oflsraelis to have
a homeland secure from foreign
attack. The second is the legitimate desire of Palestinians to create a country in which they can
nurture their national aspirations. The third is the legitimate
desire of the impoverished majority of the Arab world to share
in the immense oil wealth of the
Middle East and to achieve
democratic and human rights.
Is it possible to achieve
these three ends? Perhaps the
current tragedy might serve as
an historic opportunity to resolve
the long-standingproblem·sof the
Middle East. If the U.S. and Iraq
were to declare a cease fire and
agreetoparticipateinaninternationalconferenceonMiddleEastem problems, might it not be
possible to negotiate international guarantees of Israeli's security? Might it not be possible
to create a Palestinian homeland?
Might it not be possible to restore
Kuwaiti sovereignty? Might it
not be possible to divert Persian
Gulf oil wealth to· human needs
instead of accumulating those
riches in the bank accounts of
Saudi and Kuwaiti monarchs?

These suggestions may
seem hopelessly utopian in the
current atmosphere of apprehension and hatred. But what is the
alternative to bold vision and
political statesmanship? If we fail
to halt the Persian Gulf War, we
will certainly face the massive
waste of Arab and American
blood, of economic resources desperately needed for civilian purposes, and of the petroleum which
humanity needs to secure a better
life.
Richard W. England

A
New
Attitude
To the Editor:
There is an attitude that I
encountered while attending
school here, and the attitude has
continued since I graduated. I am
directing this letter to: Anyone
directlyorindirectlyinvolved with
the university who receives compensation because of that involvement.
I spent my senior year
here at UNH working on campus.
I needed the money. My job gave
me the opportunity to provide
service to students, faculty, and to
support staff. I was thankful for
my position because if there were
no university, there would be no
}l.eed for my job. Further, if there
were no students, there would be
no university.
Though I had the pleasureto work with dedicated people,
I often encountered another atti-

tude from employees on campus.
Sentiments such as: "those
damned spoiled kids want everything their way'', "we do not need
to take the students into consideration on this issue", "I'm sure
(the students) will raise a stink
about this", and my favorite "Why
do kids think they should be able
to help decide what goes on
around here? They're only here
for four years and then they' re
gone. They don't care about this
place after they've left."
The most disturbing evidence of lack of concern for the
student body came from the ,
administration. An attitude from
the president's office to the Dean
of Student Affairs (who really
should be a more influential student pipeline to the administration) that the students were an
incidental part of the "business"
they were running. Ladies and
Gentlemen, this is a school, not a
boardroom on Wall Street.
UNH would not exist
without students. Students are
the single most significant source
of income for UNH. If you are in
the president's office, the dean's
office, the business office, the
comptroller's office, or any other
office and don't agree consider
this: Tuition: Paid by students.
Dorm living fees and expenses:
Paid by students. Parking fees,
books (Barnes and Noble pays
UNH to operate here), lab fees,
parking fines, other fines, extra
classfees ....Thankastudent. What
about funding from the state you
say?Thankastudent. Moneyfrom
a UNH alumni? Yes, that is money
from students who 'don't care
aboutthis place after they've gone'.

UNH owns an incredible amount
of land - all donated because it is a
state university. The money invested by UNH that is generating
income? Well as everyone knows~
it takes money to make money,
and this since the university has
been around a long time, when
was the last time you saw a parking garage built from the parking
fine money? An enormous pool of
money has accumulated since Mr.
Thompson donated his land for a
school, and it is wise to invest it,
but do not forget that the money is
there because UNH is a school.
Students should have
input on what happens at UNH
because they are students. They
know more about what students
of the future will want than anyone else. If you build a new toy,
you don't ask an adult whether it
will sell, you ask a kid if he likes it,
he is only one kid, but he knows
what he likes, and he is a lot like
other kids.
I know there are some
students who are selfish and
spoiled. I see this every time I
walkintotheDimond Libraryand
see someone push the door button
for the handicapped. They are
used to things being done for them.
It is hard to get excited about students when they act worse than
what you would tolerate from
your own children. I know many
employees work very h~rd, and
are very considerate of everyone.
I know that many employees who
workherefull-timedonotgetany
benefits. They are 'temporary'
employees.
What I am saying is thousands of jobs would not exist if not
students. This would all be hous-

ing if Mr. Thompson sold to a
developer, and YOU wouldn't
work here. The pay you receive,
the retirement benefits, and the
health care are all there because of
the students. You work here because of all the students. Not in
spite of them. If you would like to
keep your job in these troubled
times, make sure that students
want to come here ... they pay your
salary, you work for them.
Sincerely,
Albert W. Paulhus
UNH Alumus, 1989

Blood
and
BraverY
To the Editor:
As your Durham Red
CrossBloodChairmaniknowthat
UNH loyal and concerned blood
donars are aware of the problems
caused by the Desert Shield. As
our Durham Blood Drive ap· proaches from Monday, February
11th through Friday, February
15th at the MUB from 12 to 5 each
day, we know that you will help
us keep up with an increase in
usualdemands. Sincewearenow
still on hold for Desert Shield,
however, those who wish to be
prepared for any sudden change
or appeal in the war are welcome
at our drive to honor those lonesomemenand women. Our theme
and decorations will be yellow
ribbons and valentines.
Jarry Stearns

Students ...
Great Rentals!
We Guarantee the Lowest Prices in the Area!
Cozy 1,2, and 3 bedroom apartments. Eachkitchen features stove,
refrigerator, and disposals. Wall to wall throughout. Laundryfacilities
within the buildings. 24 hourmaintenance. Snow and rubbish removal.
Coast bus stop on-site. Just 10 minutesfrom the university. Special
lease terms for students - 3,6,9, or 12! You decide.

These are great aparttnents ! Clean, quiet, and well maintained!
You'll love living here. Call today for further infor1nation.
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FINANCIAL
AID

APPLIC ATIONS
~ Now

available

~ for 1991 - 92

~

IN-HOUSE
GREEKS

~

at the Financial Aid Office,
Stoke Hall

TO BE ON
STUDENT
SENATE

(M-F 8:00-4:30)
Applicants should obtain a
1991-92 Financial Aid Form
(FAF)

Make Changes!

PRIORITY DEADLINES .
Undergraduates: February 15, 1991
Graduates: May 1, 1991

ANNUAL
ARMY & NAVY
surplus
•

sale
I

Pick up your petition in the Student Senate Office,
Room 130, MUB
\

Retum to Jim Batty, Student Senate Office, by
February 8th.

0 Genuine U.S. &European
Military and Antique
· Overcoats
$25- $35

0 Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (O' - 15')
$30

0 U.S. Navy Wool Middys
0 Wool, West German,
British, French Pants
$10-$17

0 U.S., British, French,
Italian Wool Sweaters
$8- $15

and Peacoats
$10-$30

0 Full Length Raincoats and
Trenchcoats
$6-$15

0 Mexican Baja Pullovers

University of New Hampshire
Senate-Merrim ack Room, MUB
February 4-8, 1991
(Monday - Friday)
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats,
Scarves, & Much, Much More!
MasterCard, Visa, and American Express accepted.

and Blankets
$12-$15

0 Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket
Field Pants: U.S., Dutch,
West German
$7 -$16

0 Genuine Issue Came,
Desert, Tiger, Urban
Black Six Pocket Pants
$25

0 World Flags (3'x5')
$10 each/2 for $18

presented by the
Army Barra_cks _ of Martha's Vin~yard
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Assistant

Business Manager
The Student Activity Fee Organiz ation is
searching for a frill time undergraduate
student to fill the position of Assistant
Business Manager.

Will be responsible for
$1.4 million Student
Activity Fee budget.
Must be available as a full time
undergraduate next year to fill Business
Manager position.

Applications in MUB
room 124
Due Febr uary 8

I Ii

For more informa tion call: :
:
Frank Gifford
Student Activity Fee
Busines s Manage r
~ ~ , , . . . 862-130 5
- - ~ MUB 124A

Safe Rides says ...
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Don't drive intoxica ted or ride with a driver
who is.
Call us at 862-141 4.
Serving Durham , Dover, Madbur y, ue,
Newmar ket, Newingt on, and Ports.m outh.
Thursd ays, Fridays and Saturda ys.
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.
To volunte er call 862-14 14, 9-5 weekday s.

Saf eR ide s
86 2-1 41 4

r-------RANCES-- --

•

pre sen ts ...
Sunday, February 3, 1991
Strafford Rm., MUB
7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
$1 Students
$2 Non-students

-

'

·

Frances.

A woman who dared
to be herself~
It was her greatest triumph,
and her greatest mistake.

•
•
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UNH Hosts Theater Coinpetition
By Nicole LaBarge
Arts Reporter

The amount of talent
gathered in Durham from Wednesday to Saturday last week was
phenomenal, as UNH took its
turn hosting the 23rd annual
·American College Theater Festival for the New England region.
Students, both undergrad and
graduate, as well as faculty and
professionals in the theater
swarmed to the Paul Creative Arts
Center, the New England Center,
and the MUB for the four-day
festival.
This festival is, as its
name suggests, one that takes
placealloverthecountry. Forthis
contest, all fifty states are divided
into seven regions. Each regional
festival features the best six full-

production college plays of the
area in question, as determined in
preminary competetion.
This is a competition not
only of entire casts, but also individuals; the adjudicators also
choose individual performers
from these works to audition for
the Irene Ryan Acting Award. This
award consists of a$1,000 regional
scholarship and an all expense
paid trip to Washington D.C. to
compete for a national scholarship of $2,500.
In addition to the Irene
Ryan auditions and the performance competition there are also
awards given to student designers, playwrights and critics. These
winners will also go on to partici-

Madness on a UNH stage in the U Mass production of The Playboy
(Courtesy Photo)

pate in the national festival.
Once these smaller festivals are completed, six plays from
all theplayscompetinginall seven
regions are chosen to perform in
the national festival, at the Kennedy Center in Washington D.C.
Besides these competitions, the festival featured some
impressive workshops. These
programs covered all areas of
theater: technical, design, acting,
and auditioning. _
The workshop on Auditioning for Film and Television
offered by Don Finn, who directed
Alice and Dallas for network television, was especially popular.
When asked what she liked most
about this particular workshop,
Susan Clausen, a senior theater
major, replied, "He gave us something to go on. He gave us the
opportunity to experience the
reality of casting for film and TV."
The UNH Theater Department not only hosted the festival; it also competed. UNH's
entry was last semster's major
production, The Trial, adapted by
department chair John Edwards
from the Franz Kafka novel.
According to Ed wards,
when the show was screened for
the competition during its initial
run, judges advised the production not to dismantle its set, indicating a strong possibility that it
would be participating in the re-

of the Western World.
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Molly Brennan, Carl Andruskevich, and Scott Parkinson in UNH's
production of The Trial.
(Courtesy Photo)

gional festival. ·Just before winter
break, the word was sent that The
Trial would, in fact, be one of the
shows with the opportunity to
attend the National Festival and
all students involved began ~hearsing and performing by the
second day of classes this semester.
The students weren'tthe
only busy ones, however. Edwards, who also directed, gave
hisscriptacarefulscrutinyduring
break, cutting ten minutes from
the two and a half hour show. He
said that having a break gave him
a fresh perspective that helped to
improve the show.
Edwardsdidnotreserve
all thecreditfortheimprovements
to himself and the performers. He
said that this play also proved to
be a major accomplishment for
those behind the scenes. "Pam
Marshall found her place in the
role of stage manager, and Doug
Cumming's set and lighting designs were a major achievement,"
Said Edwards.
Overall, said Edwards,
'1t was one of their best performances," citing as proof a comment
he heard from a visiting director,
who said, "I wanted to see the
show from backstage."
Edwards said again and
again how he was awed by the
amount of energy given .toward
the festival strain on the department. "UNHstudentsnevercease
to amaze me. UNH students and
staff give more than any other
school I have ever been to."
Dr. Edwards was not the
only one impressed by the student response to the need for extra
volunteerenergy.TomScharff,the
Theater Manager here at UNH was
very much appreciative of "willingness of UNH students to step
in as volunteers."
Students and staff served
as transportation to and from
Manchester and Logan airports
for the various visiting adjudicators, executives, directors and
workshop leaders. Students not
otherwise involved with the festival also helped the visiting companies with the Hennessy and

Johnson Theater technical set-ups.
Because of these students'
willingness to give their time off
from classes to attend all the workshops and performances, even if
they weren't registered participants. Scharff did not want to
deprive them of the diverse choice
of programming and the opportunity to see what was going on in
other colleges around New England.
After three days of early
mornings and late nights the participants and their friends were
anxious to hear the results of their
labors. Friday night after the sixth
and final performance of the festival the awards were given to the
winners in the various categories.
The Irene Ryan candidates were
narrowed down from eighty to
two, students from Salem State
University and Middlebury Collegewhowould receive$1,000and
go to Washington to audition for
the national award.
UNH' s Scott Alan Parkinson, a junior theater major, was
among the twelve finalists, based
onhisroleasJosephK.in The Trial.
Word from the judges as
to what productions would be
nominated for the national festival
was not given until the morning
after the festival ended, so tension
wasstillhighaftertheclosingceremony. Early Sunday it was decided that the University of
· Massachusett'sproductionofJohn
Synge's The Playboy of the Western
World, Brandeis University's studentwrittenStrangers,andBrown's
student written The Art of Waiting
shouldkeeptheirsetstogetheruntil
the national committee meets in
March to decide which six plays
will perform in the Kennedy Center.
Despite UNH's production not being nominated for the
national festival, students and staff
of the Department of Theater all
agreed that the experience of hosting the region's American College
Theater Festival was one of ed ucational value, sharing thoughts with
students from around the country.
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Complexities, Analogies and Contradictions:
Edie Brickell And Her New Bohemians Return
ByJ.W.Mom
Arts Staff Reporter

zler which snakes and weaves a
gritty, electric path in the best
Little Feat traditio~. My jaw
dropped when I first heard this
tune played live over a year ago.
I can attest that the recorded
version doesn't pale next to the
live rendition. Ghost continues
with a spirited sequence of a
''Black & Blue" message and a
treacherous romp "wild and
free ..in America" ("Carmelito").
The listener may mistake the moody, laid back numbers adorning the rest of the work
for aimless noodlings. That's too
bad, because a few listens would
uncover gems like ''Times Like
These," an updating in thought
and feel of Graham Nash's "Our
House." But the 60s are over, so
VU's "I'll be your mirror" becomes, in ''Times," a Bohemian
"I'll be your pillow." But maybe
the 70s are still with us, for the
sultry soundscape of "10,000
Angels" is reminiscent of Joni
Mitchell's masterpiece of sophisticated jazz pop, Court And Spark.
Edie is only part of this
talented band, but a part which
"glows around you like the
moon." Herstickfiguresdelightfully stalk Rubberband' s jacket and
sleeve. She's responsible for
every lyric and a lion's share of
the music on both band's works.
Her vocal delivery vaults even
the most mundane lyrics to the
marvelous. So allow her a complexity or two, an enigma, maybe
even a contradiction. Edie closes
out Ghost with these telltale lines:
"I'm glad no one's here, just me
by the sea/ But man, I wish I had
a hand to hold."

Edie Brickell and The New Bohemians
Ghost of a Dog
Geffen Records
Two years ago, Edie
Brickell suggested that simplicity
isn't all it's cracked up to be, in
swirls of anything but singsong
("I know what I know if you know
what I mean"). Sometimes Edie's
simplicity was in danger of sinking into profundity through hip
kick-turns of phrase ("philosophy
is the talk on a cereal box") which
gave some critics ammunition to
depth-charge Ms. Brickell with
accusations of snooty superficiality. What she was though, is what
she was (and what she still is-will
you be?): a smart, sensitive, not so
simple "She."
"She" from Shooting
Rubberbands At The Stars (1988)

reveals the complex pain a girl
who moves in "simple curves" and
speaks in "simple words" can
instill in others. Edie's tongue is
firmly pressed in cheek when she
utters "it's simple to be in love
with her." What ensues is a lovers' discussion about home semantics, not home economics. "Nothing" describes Edie's own expectations for her lover: to be forthcoming about both the good and
the bad because "there's nothing I
hate more than nothing." Poor
Edie, even "nothing" bothers her.
However, what certainly
didn't bother Edie or the Bohemians were Rubberbands' first single
"What I Am" going Top 10 and
the album selling more than two-

Chanteuse Edie and the New Bohemians wave hello.

and-a-halfmillioncopiesinitsfirst
year of release. However, such
quickly-attained success often puts
pressureonanartistforanequally
successful follow-up. Such a see-

nario usually stifles an artist's
creativity and leads to the "sophomore slump" (you probably
thought that expression was
coined especially for college lack-
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(Courtesy Photo)
eys). Well, Ghost Of A Dog shows
no trace of a band ready to vanish
from sight.
Ghost leads off with
"Mama Help Me," a terrific siz-
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111••- 111,·.\ ., ,-r,- •·:ill, ,I lt1'. 1·I 111 ·1· I, _, I 'n ·-- .
11
1
Posters.
1
1 ;,ii,· ,,I 1111 - .l11i11,,r ,-!;1...-. ;1r1d 1\1•r,· ..;f;1r·1t-d
·
I and" ~oah'' ~a11l1on1, ta,·kl.-, is 1111al,I"
· tli, , f:11 ·1il1\~tl1i:-: ,,,ar and· 11 1t·n• art• t
111 t!11· ·c ·arl/· 111nr11i11)..'. fl11 · ~,1pl11111111n•-; : ri·,i'...··ri.itit1;l:-:. l·'t; 1111 11 J.:" is ri\t·ri :, to 1•0:111· 0111. ft'or lialf h:u•ks, tht•rt• :11·,, ·
111 ''"' ,•.:,_> .. r ,·,tll,·:·, · 1111 .11 -,\liL a f 1.,,
11111
1q, flit· 1-'r,·-d11111 ·11 l',,-..l, ·r,_
Tl1•· . 1.ri,-r,: ., 1,.i 111 t', ·;ll'ltul'llic•r1t ·., 1111 , 11 arid · l.. rt ('ap1ain Lo\\'d '12, and .Joni's ·1:~.
1:,.,,:-:'11111•11 did 1!i .. ir 111•..;f 111 t,•;1r tl1t•111 : al:.. ,, rit1ri,·i•..; ·,,t' fli,· n·,i·..:·ri:iti()II:-: ,,r !.otli . :rnd S\\'a:-:1•.\·, :2 yr. '1:2; f'1111l11wk:..;, H.-arThr Registration.
cl11\\1t 1,..r,,r'·c· 7 11'1·!111:k 11111, :1ltl11111g-l1 l'n,r. l':ir:-:on..; :llld \Ir. ~lat,·.
don 'J.l, and llairws :2 yr:' 'J:2; quart.-r1·'111!1111111" j •• ;1 li-..1 111' 111,· rw,, four- tl11•y ).!':1,,• I'll -I 1111wh 1r,·1dd(•. 1l11·y s111·1,u,·ks, Bnwlit'II, '):{ a·ud Two111ey '];k
.,,·:,r -.111d, ·111-. . 1:ir-..1 1, t.:i,,·11 iii,, 11:11111·, 1·c•1·d1·d in d1•:--lr11,·inl.! ,,;1h :1'111111 half
Prof. J. H. Foster.
! <·1•11t<'r, l'(•rkins. '12, g-11:mls, ~lorg-att
111 ·\l th1 • 111111w :1ddn •..;:-: and la,tl ., · tlll'ir 11f tl11•111:
·
·
·
.I. 11. ,,..,:-;11-r. i,rnl',·s:-:or nt'f,m•-;fn·. ,,as / '12 awl Da\'idson_'12; t:u·klf', PPtting-ill.
I >:1rl1a111 :1ddr,·-..... ii' ~i, l'll at t lw lk·.:is4h
p
d
,
Add
h.,rn in \\' :Lit harn. \ 1a:--:-; .. i 11 1.,."'i(I. 1hi I Th,• sc•ason J,.•g-i11s Sat 11rday wit It a
· n 11·H·i· :
" 1 e resi ent 8
ress.
.
. \' Ill
..
.......... ( 1 ",''."l'' '"1·t11 l',·tt,•'-.·
1·11 l.>111·l1ar11,
'1'11,• ·
lrar..;
t•llft•J't•d :"\or,\'i1•l1 t · lll\"t•rs1
l
1
1•""•""· 1 1 "" ~I' n
J•:11!!i1w,-ri11!.". ,·h1·r11i,·al. 1•l,•1·tri1·al and
Th11rsda,\· aftc•rnoo11 l 1n•sid1•11t < ;il,l,s -.."I' ; t I 1,,·tt·
,
·
l'l(I''
'l'li
.
·
_
•
; s1\ht•d11I(\ is as follows: S<•pt. 2:~. HatPs ·
, - 111 '-, 111
,
,).
I' 1() 11 t)\\ ' 111" \'(':tJ'
1111•1 ·hani1·al : I{art l•·t 1•. \. I•:., \ I i4ll•·lu·s-· a~ldn•ss1·d t lu· 1ww s111d1•11 ts it1 t Iii' ( 'lif'111- was sp(•rtt in po:--t i..:r:u~-tiati• \\ qrk ~,- IH• at Durham; ~Ppt .' :~O--- ~irowr.1 at ~'rod- ·
1
tt-r, 11 a., ,<s; Hart 1,·t t, \\'. S .. \I arwh,·:-:- i,·al J,•dm•p room. II•• r1•111indc•cl tlu JH :\ as:-:a,·ht1:-:Pt ts nsti
1
I
11111 , of Tt•i·hnolo1rv d1!111~1•; Oc1t. , ·-· l nn·1•rs1 ty of ::\1 am(I at
t, ·r: I \1·rr., .. la111,·s .\ .• ( :n•c·11la11d. ( 'r,·s- that· t Ji,,y_ar<• now Pllh•ring- trpnn n ttf'e and tJii:c·work \.\-'.n~-~llpplt•rni•ntc·d h.t~ : ~ullil; .l >n~ .---:l-4· ~Sf~fidd '1.:!.afoiug
,'('111: B1111ard1. .l:wl-: , ·· r·,t•lia1111n, S,·hoon- <'llfir,·ly dif1'1•r1·11t from wlmt. tlt,•y ha,·1i l'C''\\.. months Europt1an study.
1'" t.hi•n / H:·hool at Sp1·mg-lu•ld; o,~t. ~1:_,__ Boston
111al,,·r·:--: lt111\d1·1-, Ha., ·1111111cl ·( ·., York 1•,·1•r IH•f'or,• t1XpC'riPp(•t•d and a. J)<'rio,l tau.~ht s,·i«'llt•t• ;ind 1-:11'.dish at 1IH); ( ollP~" at D11rhar11; (!cit. 2X· --IU1odf!
lk:ll'lt, \l1•.: ' 1tnd11ui, :\I .. , .. .\lilfortl. that will IH• OJl(I or tit(' rnost (\l'i1i<·al La·1\Tf'II('(' .\,·:ulc•rny, (:ro1011, \lass., rnl lslan,~ :~~ l>t_1rl~:.llll; . ~ov. 4·--- :\l:Tls:mS,·1111t)lllll:Lld·r·:-;: Brown, 0. < •.• L.. 1,:rnmi, of th,·ir li\·c•s. l(p showc•d that. ,~oll,•g-t~ '()I'()- tl't<•r· ,,, •
> :
•
1l 1(• 1l 1LC' (• 1l t 1•r< t l ti l(• . \. a l P I drnsl'tb · Ag-gws at ..\l:uw}wst1•r, N. JI.
Ta.-. l11r' ..;: ( 'art ,·r, - H. \\' ., 1-:a.:-:t ( ·11mi:-d1, is \'ast I.,· diff1·• rcnt from ·• pn•p'' st•hoo_
l ; t · · • · · 1,
I I
I· i
lll\'l•rs11.,· •or1·stry st•too from ww·h .
\ · , -.· ( ·11 I1I1 •·, -· 11 • < •,,. r"•l·l
I·'
I
1•l1·t11,1r1
t·••t·,
1·11
·•
J>l't•J>"
s·c~l11>11l
t.111•:,·
l1,·1·,1
li1•1•11
FOOTBALL COACH.
·• •
••
'
•
,
•
hP l,!ratluatl'tl in 1!!07. Tiu· foll<r~vi11gS,•li()1Jll.!l1ak1.•r·:-,..;
(\,rri\·,·:rn, Paul E., a1•(•1Jstm111•1l to lta.,·p P<'<>pl<• \\'at,·h an,l ,·,.ar \Uts spPnt in n•-st•ar<ih wbrk 1-\.s
<'orwnrd. <'r,•:--1•,•11t: l>a\i, C'liarlns \\". <!arn for th,•m, hut. now th1•.\· art·
1 J•'m<•st ..\s,i-:tant irt tlll' l~nit<'cl Stat,•s ..;l'nd,•r: th·,: <lir·<•t•l'.ii,n'i>l"'('·t,1wl) ·t1t'im-g1•'.
< ·, ,111 ·, ,rt!. ( ·r, -1·1·11 r : I>,"\ 11 i rw,
I<:. 11., lon~c·r 1·1rnsid1·1"1•d :L:-; !.o:, :-; and 1-.irl.-;, I111 i ~ J.'orPst r\' s,•r\'if•(•. :\ r. l◄'ost t•r was then ~ l 1·( 'a:t, t,IH· l'oot hat, t<•am l>icls fair · to
1
\ l11111
lb.,, l•:dt.'1·rl1•~··,.;:
l-:d111u11ds, ratlwr as young, m1 n and worn .. n. Tlw tran:-:r,,~rPd 10 t ftp filli,·<· or Statt• and h:n·,, a H•ry suc,,•pssful s11n.son. \\'it h
:\rfli11r L.. Stratlia111: E111,·rso11, s .t uart eoll<'g-<• assunH'S that tht•\' art• napa.hlol J>,.,· .\··•t ('
, . .
. !(})() 1H'f',l,Jll(• four yc•ars of' varsit.~· playing- duriug- his
•
•• ('
00 1 t• 1l 111 O 1I :lilt 1 lrl •
IL. l.1 •I ,a111111'. S, ·lto1111111a li1•r's; Jt'a.r11um, now of ta.king ,·an• of tll(•llls<'l n·s.
! assist ant ,·liid'·
or this hurP.tll.
11 <' will <(ollngP C\OllrS<• a.wl with an PXJ>Prit•n<·t>
ii. L., I lo\ 1·r: l•\·rnald. Brc)(•).;pf t , B., · .:\noth,,r important- poi11t, 1•111phasi;wd j n·rnain in th .. · Fon•st n· :-:<'n·i,.,. without of Olli' s1•:1.son ol' <•o:whing- a.t \\'hit 111:m
"w·l11·:--t ,·r. Tl1t•t :'l ( 'hi II oust•; <:arsitlP, wa8 th<• f:wt. that a g,r<'a t. rn,my st udt•nt s p·1,s l\:hilc__ l.tc...i.£ h,•rl•
::-<,;~- 1-JftttttmhirC' yolJ1..~ID1Cr.c..·.1u.~--Jl~odw~-ft. tt--ft,rt:t '\\-ltitti.,;,h11, l >111 ,·r: < :rady .. J,,l111 L., l>ov,•r; fail to ta.k<' rn>ll<'ge lil't• ·-:~~ s.1;-ff6t1~I~- - as -"~ . ·.;, \,·hc•n ·:u•u~:.~ · :. ·,:rnpl,:\'Pd ir: tlw lost hut t.wo g-anws. lw ,•omt•~ to ~PW
11 1
11
<; ra11 t, .\ rnnld .I.. l>m·,·r, Edg1 rlt•y's; t.hP.\. should. \\'hil1 it is Wl'll that. f'\'<'I',\'- S<•rri(•(' ol' that <if,p:u·i nwnt. ·
· Hampshire, wdl t•ctuipp<'d l.o turn out a
.1,.,ii,i11s, 1-:. h .. Loudon, n.. an Pl U<'P s: orn• should <'njoy hirnR1\lf during- hi:-;
winning t<'am.
.
._
l,il,•.\·, .la1111·:-. Jt:., ( ',,111•e1r,l, Sawy1•r's; {~l)llogP eor11•::-p, t•o1l,•gc• ~hould not lH'
,
F. E. McKone.
In his junior ymr a.t r,afn.y~ttP, hP.
L:iwd,·~·. L1·~t1•r S., l>urharn, llo1m•; r,iga.r,lc•d as a plaeP simply .for :tlllll~('I•'. i~ . .\I(• Korn', assistant in \I ('(ilrn-n i- <':tpt.ainP<l ·tlw t.oarn · whid1 <·1;i1 at 1,\d
\l11rd1wl,. \rr111,11d L.,l)o\t•r; J>arl-c·r, rn<•nts, l,11 t as a pla.,w pri:-11arily for ,··if l•~rwint•t1rirw \\·as horn in N P\vnmrkc•t
Prirwt'lon a.rnl Brown and t i1•d· Pt•nn~.,,
\\'altt-r I-' .. \la.rl1,t1r1111:. d1, B11rnhn.rn\,; 1raining- onPs<'lf to soh·1• lir .. ·s prohh•~ns. i;l t.~S.~ and a tan c>arlv a~<· n•moYed to sylva11ia. 1n hi:-; last yt•n.r lw
:l.dPd · a.s
l'atl1·1·. \\'. B .. (;offsto\\ll, ('rl's1•1•11t.; Coll1•g1• should <'IHthlt• on1 to l1•ar·J1 Pasily, I)
· -•v l 1llS
. C''l.r V assist.ant <'O:Wh. \\'alt.1 r . Camp <·hos~
•
O\' (if
W 1H•I'<' 1H' rt.•(•t•l l't
1
I '1•rry. Bal pit \ I., B1·rlin, Hand's; dt0ar>lv, an,l •111i,ddy what. it would take'
.
't • Cmwh 1\lc<'aa. as full hiu•k on his third
·
·
.
o,l lH':t 1'.ton arn l gTac l ua t P< l 1.rom
·
1w
l{ol,i11so11. L1•1\· is B., l 11·1lllirok1 lla,ncl's; \'('ctJ'S t.o lParn hv <'X-Jl< rH1JWt
l
•
'()
t
All-Arrn•ric•n,
ir~ rnrn_
J ,~·hil~\ lll~tll'"'J
·
·
u•r I s,, 100 1n
·t
'!'ht'
.following
·
S111:ill, 1-'rt 'd \\'., Stt•t·p !•'alls, :\I«•.,
Tiu• 1>r,•sich•11t 1wxt slitm,·,•d how the• ~ ,... 1 nl r
•
·
writns
c•hos<'
hi~1
:i.s
,~tq>i.,111 1<• 1w 0111,urct
Dartmouth
· · ' t·tw' fort>n~o~t
· ·
I ',,t t ,·,: Hlcw!;: St 11dd, ( it•(lrg't' 1\, Bnlin, f11t11n• of stud(•nts la,rg('l_v <l<'JH'tHls \\ai-: unahl<' to rPt.urn 1in 'Or, lil'<•:i.usPt,ut
of ha.ddit•ld man ~lf tlw · st;as,o n.
·
'1'0111pl,i11':--; S1,1•tt, \\'. \\'., <ioss\'ilk, upon tlw way iu whieh they SJl('IHl t ht1ir ill hmlth :irnl ht' i•nt.,•ri•d ~ti\,. HampH<' is crcditt>cl with a re<'ord of "to
I )1•:i.rt I ',·I It',::-:: Tltompso11, .Jolm I•'., ~ollog-P days.
Take l'or oxamplP a shiw in Oli, g-r:uluat.in~ in '(>:I. Hinc>P st•<•m1<ls for t.h<' hundred yar1l da;d1.•
'l'ilte111, H:111d':--; \\'alt, \\'ill <i., l>urlmm, r( •,ll;~.,
\~'ho }1a~-;;
''flt1nl•"(l"
<>tit of l11·s :.rr:t,luat ion IH· has LC'C'll with t.lw
1·,1 ,. (llf,.,
. .,.. \\'""
rd1•d
a
v -n
..
•'-'
g·..·rwral <i11cl ·,·l11·11~
\
'':"'.
, • ., .. , ..
.
Pt'l·s. (; ilil,s',; _
,1on~s(• and follow his futur(•. Ile ma,y
nw,lal
for
h(\in~
tl}('
h<'~t
all-around
Ph 1•1 ire• ,mmJ :any at Lynn. wht•r<' lw
.\~Ti,·ult 11ra I: B,·nt, II ora(•t· \' ., Dur- perhaps g-pt a fairly good position at
teak th•· AIPxanclPr c•ours1• ol' pr:u-ti,•a.l athlPtt' in thP institution .
lta111, l'l'!tt•t• B!(wk; l>oar1h, l{aymond first, hut it \'Pry sc•lclorn happt'IIH that lw
engin('<'ring-.
1-:., !\:. I brnrhill, Littldmhi's; l•~lliott, <•ver rist•s hi/.duir. Not until tlwn do(•s
PROF. PARSONS RESIGNS.
· Guy C. Smith.
.John S., l\hulhury, Putnam's; l•'ogg-, lw rngrnt having spent his <mll('g<• days so
The coll<'g<' V(.)ry much rewets the
Shc1rl,11rn II., l>urha.m, llonw; Hiford, f1~>lishly.
of Prof. Charles L. Parsons
<iuy C. Smith wa8 horn in :\1i,·higa.n rPsi1rnation
"
L. S., Lakt>port., 'T'ffl!tr1kin's; l!irws,
Pros. Uihbs ~oke of tho habit, whi1·lt an<l livPil for a rrnmlin ot' years on a from t lw h<':ul of the
clH'mical depart<'.li11t.11n l1'., Portlan(l, 1\f ,,., ( 'oming·s; a great many studPnts :tr<' liahlt, to
Prof. Parsornrnssunwd his poi.i,.
farm 1war .-\clria.n. .-\ftn l,•a,inl-:' high mcmt.
ltol,nrts, ( 'harl1•s E., .\lton, Pott<ic• form ot' wasting tlwir tinw. 'l'housnnd:..
•
s<• 11001 1u• t:1.ug 1it f' or n, y1•a.r 111
a rura1 t.ion in l~-m:i wlwn th<' ,~ollPg(' was still
Bl111ik; :-;awyn, ('liffor,l i\., .\tldnson, of pronious momonts are often allow~,<}
l
ti
t
ti
,
. .
.
.
. .
s,~ 1too1 an.1 - wn t'n Prt•c 1 . w ,v 1tc
1ugan at· Hanm·pr and mo\'inJ.? to Durhar'n
Hantl':-i·, Van LPostP11, JI., J>amniaril10, to sh1> h:v without accom1>hshmg auv- L•t t
,.
('
ll
'
t
''l
- wit.h the ~oll(,gP has r<'lnn.irwd <'\·t•r sin,·P.
•
•
,-, ,a, ,<• •--. ornm,1
o <'~<' a
1 1s1 1an 1.1.
l>. < :.; l'ott. 1,c, Blod:; Watson, J•~arlo K, thing worth whilo, and th en w hon thfoy l-l<i. g-r,l,(hrntrnl from this inst.itution in Prof. Par:mns has a position with t ht•
J>urham, llorno.
are . gone wu aro none .t 1ll' 1•otter or }P()
lTnit<'<l States Bur(•nu of :!\lirws as 1•hic•f
. ,. f o II 0\\111~
.· ,. "J
., -1',,. l>ttrt'ri<r
,... tli,
. ( ~(,tr
., -r .
.\rts all(l •Scti(ll)tm:--·-Bromm11,
J•'. D., lmvmg- spent them. While . we study. we ,,nu
'---' 'tli
..
t<'(l
'\.
rt.Jl
..,
,.
ti
}
.
l
mint>ral
ehemist in ~hargl'
of 111is,•t·l... , ..
. ....,1 _ , s 1I H11>,.. 1 o4 l<' ug 1
.
Lisi 1011, <'on1,1~1b?;·;~~~(i"'"11w,
:Halph K, should eoncentrate our mmds Pntm•lv
•
t
L., .. t· 1\ _ . l
l
('
'()]
laneous
mineral
.tMhnplog-y.
Altlwug
· -·,
·- · "'···
h
·
· se 11001 ~ r,v ... r ., iv1w 1., an<
ron1
.
_
_ .
1
Jtodwst,•r, Pi'i,1',.t.dn'Bloc•~.;·Cc)mu•l.l y, I•'. J ., upon om.·_b ~ , and, w on _wo pay,
Wt' 'OH was supnrintmdPnt of se)iools at tlw -~os~~~~~1___!s_~~~1~~~1l~ !_
~H~r~• ___lilf•!nt_i,~'.t
~mrnmrkot; ('r~~rt-s 1 L. W., Ntr\\o.'fo.tl.d.li;. _shou.W concontratc .. our . m.mds. .wMlly- Homi;r-."'X'Tf<il"i~ --Tii-Juru;·;i!i~jfi-;;-;
1O
1 -oran the past orn•.'1\fr. Pa.rsons s:ud
I )1111lt:un, A. 11. W .. P,,mhrokP, Hnruls; upon our play. "Work whit~] you work, tJu, l Tnivt'rsit v of Chi<•au·o from whi<•h that did not. ,~a.ust• his r,•si~1ui1 ion, hut
Vi11lny, ~1 is:-; ~(•ti.ii' K ,\ ., J>ov11r; a.m~ play while you _play''. is the moU.o tw rc••~eivcd
,lt•g-roe ~f Bachullor ~f ; h~~,~aUfl(' or the Clon~rnor'i. \'Pto or the•
llol,hs, .Ja11ws I•'., N. lla.mpt.on, Pot.t(W wluoh every student 1s advised to follow. llftilosophv in l)(ieomhnr HHO. Sinct• that lull for tlw PHJ.dtwt'ring h~Jildinl! aD,d
Blot'.!,; lloit.t., l\liss Alicm .J., l>t1rlmm;
He closud his remarks with a pfoa u;;iu lu~h~iworn
1101,kins, Miss Arma ~I., L:wonia; for gruat effort upon 4¥Jr individual
work in t.h;
O
ll<HtlitOll Max I•~.. ~~xotnr; Ki,lclcr, SPlvus.
"The a.mou'r it of sucross:" s n"ith's work •
ltola11tl II., '.\l:trl11oroug-h, C'rt'S<mnt; said hCl, ''whid1 OMh of you will a.t.ta.m I} 1•t' l L•
•
J.) I ,Wtl. r,<'01101
.\.foKow·, :\liss E~thn (l., Dovn; Nash, in lifo will depend upon the amount Hnmpshirt• as a~
:\1i:-;:-i Marion, l>ovtlr; Linclctuist, llnnry, of effort you put into it." As a.n athlete l '
t
t
• •
•
< opn.r .men .
.
l\1a.nchost.or , lla:rus':-i; Murphy, Miss mm not t.lunk of winning a ra.mi without
I
:\fay l◄'., Homt!rsworth; Plumrrwr, Miss tmi1ting, nc_ithor · ~an anyone tlXJWOt
Frederi,
O
IS JUS
Hult-n, Uovor; lkud, C'linton A., l\'lnn- to sum:t•t'd in life without suprcnw <·fl'ort
11,rrnleri,'.k W.
chc~tcr, Hnym1'i:i; Squiros, W. H.,
Continued on page 4
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A TO AXA l:<llE :EB :EAE ex TIKA d8 <l>K8 ArP AKAK Kl: l:N

· Do You Want
To RUSH a
Fraternity?
Come to the
MANDATORY Spring 1991
Rush Symposium

... the UNH Student Organization that matches
incoming students with volunteer upperclassmen
is looking £or a...

PROGRAM
co ' RDiINAT 0R
1

Granite State Room, Memorial Union Building

It's your chance to meet
fraternity members from all
of the houses.
Don't miss this chance to be
part of the Greek System!!!
Sponsored by the lnterfraternity Council
ATO AXA l:<I>E :EB I:AE ex TIKA d8 <I>KS ArP AKAK KI: :EN

The position begins March 1, 1991, and continues
through the summer. It is a compensated position and a
great way to help people get aquainted with University
life. Responsibilities include recruiting volunteers,
budgeting, programming and planning for the future of
the program. The coordinator must be a full-time
undergraduate_student.

Applications are available through the
Student Senate Office, room 130, MUB or in
the Student Activities Office, room 126.
For more information, contact Marie Garland,
Student Senate, 862-1494

FreshStart ...
111 ore th a n j u st a b e g i n n i n g.

"GUARANTEED WIN DAY"
The UNH Men's Basketball Streak Will End This
Saturday ... GUARANTEED!
UNH Men's Basketball
vs.
Maine
Saturday, February 2, 1991
Field House 1:00 p.m.

STREAK

BUSTERS

If UNH Loses, The Fans Still WINH
If UNH loses, all fans will receive special discounts from Burger King of Durham,
Hayden Sports, The Tin Palace, and UNH Athletics
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DOUBLE DOSE
WITH ,WUNH SPORTS

GET A

The New Hampshire is
looking for a fr~shman,
sophomore or junior
who is highly motivated and
friendly to fill a spot on our
advertising sales staff.

For applications
and more info
come to room
110-Binthe
MUB, Mon.-Fri.;
10am-2pm.

----

r,
~
- - ---~-=---::..------_
--

FRIDAY, FEB. I

SATURDAY, FEB.-2

HOCKEY

BASKETBALL

UNH VS. BU - 7:00

UNH VS. MAINE - 7:00

Slick skating and
hard hitting are on
the menu as Jack
Parker's crew visits
Durham in a key
Hockey East
Contest. Chris
Bailey and Glenn
Hauser supply the
call live from
Snively.

Can the Wildcats
break their 31
game home losing
streak? They
think so. Join
Kevin Gray and
Glenn Hauser as
they broadcast live
from Lundholm on
"Guaranteed Win
Day."

ONLY ON
(do not go to rm. 151, they will not be able to give you the
information you need.)

WUNH

91.3 FM

Dial 862-3554 any night from
3:00p.m. to Midnight and select the
tape you wish to hear. The tapes run
about 6 minutes. If you have any
questions or just want to talk when the
tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will
come back on the line!

Our HOTLINE number is
862-2293

Anger

Health Related Issues

Stress and Anxiety
I've been raped, what do I do? ... #315
Aquaintance Rape ... #319
Coping with stress ... #38
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia ... $215
Coping with . anxiety ... #30
Dealing with and alcoholic parent...#479 Understanding grief. .. #85
Early signs of an alcohol problem ... #160 Death and dying ... #84
Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161tlow to handle fears ... #33
AIDS--Reducing the risks ... #225
Conflict and meditation ... #312
AIDS--Symptoms and diagnosis ... #218
Relaxation exerci~es ... #37
Herpes symptoms and diagnosis ... #209

Self Improvement

Friendship and Dating

Dealing with anger ... #8
Fighting constructively ... #5
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #
Expressing negative thoughts and feelings .. .
Dealing with constructive criticism ... #24

Depression
What is depression ... #431
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonliness ... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #49

Time Management...#15
Friendship building ... #1
Se XU a Ii ty
Self-Assertiveness ... #402
Helping a friend ... #90
Standing by yourself. .. #1 0
Dating skills ... #18
Female sex roles ... #39
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35
Infatuation or love? ... #70
Female homosexuality ... #20
Le a rn in g to accept yours eIf. .. # 4 4
Considerations in Io o king for a mate ... le fn a Ie orgasm prob Iem s ... # 22
Becoming independent from parents ... #478Types of intimacy ... #3
Male sex roles ... #40
The value and use of self-talk ... #36
Physical intimacy ... #4
Male homosexuality .. ,#21
What is counseling and how do I use it? ... #fnoping with a broken relationship ... #8l3ealing with impotence ... #23
Timing problems in male sexuality ... #24
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TECHNICOLORa

ROD TAYLOR •
JESSICA TANDY
'Tl PPI' HEDREN

SUZANNE PLESHETTE

•
e

assic Suspense Storyf

5 p.m. THE BIRDS ..
7:30 p.m. NORTH BY NORTHWEST
10 p.m. REAR WINDOW
$2 Non-students
$1 Students
SATURDAY February 2, 1991
Strafford Rm., MUB

.e

..
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'llniversit1J Plioto (ia[[e[JJ

'Barry Afeelian
"'Bfack... (joU 'Ie'Kas 'Tea·
1991
.91.{{ pfwtograplis were

ta~n 6y 'l1'1{9istudents. If you wouU Ci~ to su6mit an origina{pftotograpli
t!rop it off 6y 'Wednesday at 2:00pm in tlie 'J{f,w 9lampsliire office, room 151 in tlie Af'll'B, in !l(jm's
60~ Pfease inc{ude your name and a titCe for tlie pfwtograpli. 'Ilian~.
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by Joe Martin
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Answers in next issue

ACROSS 34 Unrelenting 3 Forever
31 Woman of
1 Staked-out 36 Monotony
- day
rank
land
40 Jet
4 Wedding
33 Place for
6 Lofty
41 Sharpen
words
sporting
buildings 42 Shortly
5 Wet spongy
youngsters
12 Lavish
43 Tears apart
earth
34 Shoe of
party
44 Loving
6 Rope for
sorts
14 Arabian
45 Word of
an animal
35 Pudding
domain
contempt
7 Leaves out
ingredient
16 Holder of 46 Spire
8 Supple and 36 Streisand
the world's
ornament
strong
item
ills
47 Catchy
9 Time of
37 Carry out
17 Long, harsh
verse
npte
effectively
speech
49 Tiresome 10 Send forth 38 Evening
18 Surface
one
beams
parties
19 Fourscore 50 Washington 11 Outstanding 39 Villainous
21 Kind
city
12 ~ncient
express!ons
22 Estuary
52 Prospective
rival of
40 Jou~nahsm
23 Digits
diner
Athens
41 Straight24 Gender
54 Withdraws 13 Shoe covers
forward
25 Roman
55 Hypnotic 15 Gravel
44 Money
garment
states
ridge
penalties
27 Gaze
56 Most crude 20 Leaves
47 Green
28 Turkic
57 Cuts, old
24 Place for
gemstone
tribesman
style
boats
48 Goes off
29 Artists'
DOWN
26 Outsiders
the track
studios
1 Vehicle
27 Founder of 49 Part of n.b.
31 Brave one
of old
a state
51 English
32 Stopovers 2 Family
28 Biblical
parish
33 Hindu
descent
weed
53 Rather or
garment
30 Concerning
Dailey
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CLASSIFIED
FOR AD

Highly motivated person to help
distribute T-shirts. Choose your
own hours. Earn $100+ in just a
few hours. 868-1979

Don't be shy or afraid to try ... just
ask quick and see some flicks ...
make it in the MUB! Apply to be
Films Director at MUSO .. .NOW!

Resort Hotels. Cruiselines, Summer Camps & :Amusement Parks,
NOW accepting applications for
summer jobs, internships and
career positions in the U.S. and
Mexico. For more information and .
an application; write National
Collegiate Recreation Service; PO
Box 8074; Hilton Head SC 29938.

Earn $500-$1500/week stuffing
envelopes in your home. For free
information, send a long selfaddressed stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 4645, -Dept. P103 Albuquerque NM 87198.

-

National marketing firm seeks
mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top companies this school year. Flexible
hours with earning potential to
$2,500 per semester. Must be
organized, hardworking and
money motivated. Call Christine
at (800) 592-2121.

· Campus Distributor Wanted.
Protection-Get the Paralyzer. Safe.
Effective. Non-Lethal. 5 year
guarantee. Made in the USA. Call
Rick Hagan at (603) 253-8131 or
write P.O. Box9-Moultonboro, NH
03254
.

SUMMER STAFF POSITIONS
available at family resort in N.H.
including cabin staff, buildings
and groun~s, office, babysitter,
and waitstaff. Full board and room
offered at $45.00 weekly. International staff: great opportunity
tomakeEuropeanconta cts. Write
Judy Barker, Loch Lyme Lodge,
• Lyme, N.H.03769 (603-795-2141)

IMMEDIATE JOB OPENING disableds person looking for personal
care assistant morning and evening hours weekdays salary$6.25 /
hr. Job consists of personal grooming meal preparation, housecleaning. For more info call 868-1986
leave message. .

INFQ•86 2-1323;R M llOB,MUB
•
2.00 er 20 words

CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Hiring men,
women. Summer /Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS , TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Carribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable. 1206-736-7000, Ext. C497.

OUTSfANDING WORK/STUDY
JOBS: If you are a sophomore or
junior with a 2.5+ GP A who wants
a challenging position in a friendly,
supportive environment, apply to
be a tutor/ counselor at TASK.
Tutor /Counselors teach study
skills and provide academic support to undergraduate students.
Apply at TASK, College RdBookstore Parking Lot by Feb 6th.

Futon and Frame for Sale. Great Roommate/Boarding . We can
Condition. Perfect for overnight supply you with a nice room in a
guests. $125 Call Andy at 868- country setting for non-smokers
7501
and your horse with a box stall &
quality care. $380/ month for both.
Callforfulldetails. 742-6533leave
message, please.

HOUSING

I

4 bedrooms, Living Room, Kitchen
& Bath centrally located in Dover,
on Karivan Route. $595/mo .•
includes heat. Available for seconds semester.

FOR RENT: 2 minutes walk to
campus, large private room, private bath, off street parking in
home near Durham post office.
$1200 for the semester includes all
utilities. 862-3043 or 868-2758.

,..

Ilia

FOR
SALE

Personals?
For Sale?
Advertising?
Housing?

II

Welder lifting bench with _leg extension attachment, adjustab,le
incline and bar supports. Like
new. $85.
659-5030

1977 Toyota Landcruiser from
California. Wide radial tires, stereo, tape, Rancho shocks, new
paint/upholstery. Mint condition
w / extras 868-1979 .··

1978 SAAB TURBO New Outch,
Michelins, New gas shocks (front),
runs well, 84 K, sun roof, extras,
inspected 1/9, $1900 negotiable
749-0377

My BIG BLUE CAR "CHRISfINE"
is for sale. 1975 Plymouth Fury.
Runs Well. Real CHEAP $500.
Call Carolyn at 749-5939.

L-Shaped Bar. Stained w /several
coats of poly. Birch top. 2 shelves
for storage; 1 for medium-size
refrigerator. Sacrificing for $115,
delivered. Call 868-1979 for more
"info. or see a picture.

TRAVEL

II

...

Room 1108
MUB
862-1323

Durham - 3rd housemate needed.
Furnished, modern, clean, classy,
equipped. Woods, pond, skating,
X-C skiing. Sunny A-frame, spiral
staircase. Washer /Dryer, Dishwasher. $300/mo. 868-3756

Free Room in Dover in Exchange
for 20 hours of childcare per week
- no expenses- nice family. Please
call - 749-3918.

2 Bedroom apartments for rent in
Lee, NH. One heat included.
Reasonable Rent. Call 659-5051.

Durham Housing-2 female roommates needed - fully furnished - 2
min. walk tq campus • parking
space - nonsmokers - rent negotiable. Call 868-5994:

Horse boarding- quality care, box
stalls, outdoor ring, trails ...$175 /
month. 10 minutes from campus.
Call for full details 742-6533- leave
message.

Really Clean Copy: Papers, Manuscripts, reports, carefully read.
Professional proof reader with
experience in college textbooks,
periodicals. Reasonable. Call
Caroline 862-7073.

. WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR
SPRING BREAK?!! JAMAICA/
CANCUN ARE THE HOTTEST
DESTINATIONS THIS YEAR
AND WE HA VE LOW LOW
PRICES!! SfARTING AT$479.00, How is your resume? We are
CATCH THE SUN AND NON- looking for 5 students to particiSTOP ACTION. DON'T BE LEFT pate in challenging sales
and
IN THE COLD!! CALL SUN management program. Fantastic
SPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710. career experience. Call Duncan
868-7565

Business 11.CIRVIcEs II
Office!

Lofts. Low price, high quality.
Call 868-1979 for more information or to see pictures.

1970 Dodge Dart 101,000 miles
new tires, radiator, muffler, body
good condition. 500 or B.O. 207384-5836

Roommate wanted. non-smoking
female. 10 minutes form campus,
country setting private bath;
washer. $210/month includes
heat. 742-6533 please leave message.

Spring break from $399! !! for a
limited time only receive a $100
per room DISCOUNT to Cancun,
Bahamas, or Jamaica by reserving
your trip before Feb 15!! ! Call now
for the best trips at the lowest prices
and our exclusive MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!!! Take a Break
Student Travel 617-527-5909 or
800-328-SAVE.

Confused about completing your
tax return properly? Help is on the
way!!! Let your responsibilities
along with the new changes in the
tax laws lie on the shoulders of a
fellow college student who is certified by the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS). The low fee of $20
(subject to increase based on
complexity of tax return) includes
the organization and preparation
of your specific return. To attain
more information call now - 8625000 as for Howard.

Need Money? Looking for 5
motivated students to work in
summer program. Average earnings, $1774.50/month. For interview call Duncan 868-7565.

II

PERSONA I

WELCOME BACK DELTA
THETA CHI SISTERS! GOOD
LUCK WITH CLASSES!

MUSIC
On The Rocks
Matthew P. Mello
pianist/vocalist
call: 868-6989

Professional word processing and
typesetting for reports, theses,
correspondence, tape transcription, laser printing. Experienced, Students: Find out how to get
reasonable, quick-return. Janet your housing paid while attendBoyle 659-3578.
ing college. Write: Rabe, Post Box
329, Gilsum, N. H. 03448.
Word processing services. Professional and efficient. Next day
return $1.40/page. Will pick up·
and deliver. Call Diane at 9425881.

Classified advertising policies:
Advertisers should check the
first insertion of an ad for any
possible errors. The New Hampshire is not responsible for the
advertiser's typographical or
Exchange - info meetings for over
other errors. We will reprint any
100 campuses nationwide Tues.
advertisiment containing an
Feb 15 at 12:30 pm Sullivan Room . error only if informed before
the
MUB, o_r ~all 862-2050
release of the next issue. Thank
you.
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Best Fundraisers On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1,000.00 for a one-week, on-campus marketing project? You must
be well organized and hard working. Call Christine at (800) 5922121.

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION IN CANCUN! COLLEGE
TOURS, THE NATIONS LARGEST AND MOSf SUCCESSFUL
SPRING BREAK TOUR OPERATOR NEEDS ENTHUSIASTIC
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES.
EARN A FREE TRIP AND CASH.
NOTHING TO BUY - WE PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU
NEEDD. CALL BOB@l-800-3954896

LEADERSHIP. FRIENDSHIP.
SERVICE. Come to ALPHA PHI
OMEGA National Co-ed Service
Fraternity s open rushes at 7 pm,
Feb. 4, 7 & 12 in the Durham Room,
MUB.
Hey Lee, Get psyched for initiation! Love in KD, Your Big Sis,
Elissa.

THE "ME DECADE" IS OVER.
Usher in the 90s by giving of yourself - Join Alpha Phi Omega National Co-ed Service Fraternity!
Cone to our open rushes in the
Durham Room of the MUB at 7pm
on Feb 4, 7 or 12 for more information.

HOOORAA Y""Birger Linda for
getting A.P. photos!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ATIENTION RECYCLERS ! ! !
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE has a lot
of extra newspapers from last
semester if you'd like to recycle
them come to Rm. 110-B in the
MUB and Claim them - soon.

Laura K.- I hope you have a
good time this weekend, Perhaps
do some skiing! I hope I can get
yousometixfortheconcert. p.s.watch out for those pieces of
u.s.d.a. Beef! I love You, EMS

Valentine's Day
2 balloons and message
delivered on campus for $1 . See
,any Kappa
Delta Sister by
February 8th.

Happy Birthday Susie Qusie!
Have fun. Love Gail and Wendy.
Kim -- We'd love . to make you
dinner, but we've got no cash nor
a place to cbok it. (That is unless,
you want to drive all the way out
to Dingville. And I'm sure you
don't) Any suggestions? By the
way, your chicken was yummy.
Shawn -- We want to hear all about
the play. All about it ....

Stu my love, What a great steak
that was tonight. Sorry I had to
leave but you know how they are
down here.
I'm sorry for taking your honey
bunny away.

ADOPflON- Professional couple,
UNH graduates wish to adopt a
healthy baby. Legal & confidential. Expenses paid. Call our attorney Gregg collect 603-772-4500.

CARIBBEAN - ONLY $189 FOR
SPRING BREAK! Why freeze
here when for on1y $189 you can
be lying·in the sun on the Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week?
SUNHITCHtm 212-864-2000

PARTY IN JAMAICA - IT'S NOT
TO LATE, NO PRICE INCREASES
FROM 1990, FOR SPRING BREAK
-FROM$469 COMPLETEPACK- .
AGE, CALL SNO-SEARCH
413-533-1600. ,

SKI PARK CITY OR BRECKENRIDGE FOR SPRING BREAK
FROM $699 COMPLETE PACKAGE SPACE AVAILABLE, CALL
NOW, SNO-SEARCH 413-5331600

Happy Birthday Nicole!!! Too bad
you can't read this, maybe Mom
and Dad will read it to you. Have
fun, Yahoo!!!!!

Roses are Red
Violets are blue
& you are 22! Happy Bday Alison

HAPPYBIRTHDAY!
CHRISTINEV.!! WELOVEYOU
THE NOTES

Birg and Kim, let's cut out pictures
of ourselves and paste them in
pl~ce of the protestors.

Happy 21st Birthday
L. P.
(Turtle's Gir!friend)

Linda, I know you are an antipeaceseeker.

Have a great one!

Donna Jeanne. Good luck this
weekend. You know what I mean.

Love ya
Nat, Leah, Mo & Michele

L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Kim, we were scared. We thought
we might have to layout by ourselves. Luckily you recovered.

I want to know if Dan got his babe

Drink up Ilana

Ed,Lemar,AlexandJessedon'tgo
to UNH, dumby.

You're 21

Baby you can drive my car. Baby
you can drive me to climax.

Happy Birthday

Rob, keep trying.
Kim, of course you didn't run out
on usa Either way you do the same
quality work ...heehee!
Munchkincakes, I'll always love
you .. pumpkin vittles ..

•

'

Love Jen & Mags

.

We're
Glad

Happy Birthday my little sweet
Corinney. Some day you'll find
my superball; but until then, no
presents for you.

you're
back!!

Take
Photos for
the New
Han1 pshire
Stop
by

Room
151
in the
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MUB
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Birgi and Lindi- I'm sorry for
run1dn' out on you. I'm still doing
a good job, aren't I?
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Edward
Scissorhands

Have you got
something
To Say?
To Sell?
To Rent?

I

11 Omin. - (PG)-13

.c

SAT. & SUN. MAT 12:20,
2: l 5, 5:00; ALL EVES 8:40

Look Who's
Talking, Too

UAC-WEST

Three Men and
a Littfe Laay

-

UAC-EAST

OPEN

Information

Place a
classified
ad!
Stop by

Victoria-
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the

Business
Office,
Rm 1108.

MUB
or call
862-1323

Open to
Anyone
Refreshments

HOUSE

February 4, 1991

Door Prizes

7:00 p.m.
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DON"T
DRINK
AND
DRIVE!
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A Public Service Message From
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

'Cats drown the
Polar Bears
By Allison Adamian
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH men's swim team
swamped Bowdoin College 15485 last Wednesday in their last
home dual meet of the season.
"We were swimming really
well for how tired we were, not
exceptionally fast, but well," stated
Coach Brenda Skelley. "We're in
the taper phase to get stronger,
everything is on course as far as
timing."
UNH dominated both the 400
yard medley relay and the 200
yard backstroke. The Wildcats
took first and second in the 50
yard freestyle, 200 yard butterfly,
100 yard freestyle, 500 yard freestyle and the 400 yard free relay.
Captain Jerry Bailey grasped
first place points in the 1000 yard
freestyle (10:01.37) and 200 yard
backstroke (1:59.31). Bailey also
took second in the 200 yard
breaststroke (2:18.50), losing by
just seven hundreths of a second
to a Bowdoin swimmer.

Sophomore Michael Dix
placed first in the 200 yard freestyle (1:47.86) and the 500 yard
freestyle (4:55.67).
In the 50 yard freestyle captain Gary Bowser took first place
(23.01) and junior Jason Arey took
second (23.09).
Keith McFarland and John
Schwab seized first (2:02.47) and
third (2:04.11) respectively for the
Wildcats in the 200 yard individual medley. Sophomore Matt
Deneed really proved himself by
taking first in the 200 yard butterfly (2:03.58) followed by freshman
Dan Bailey grabbing second
(2:03.79). Freshman Don Low and
Jon Rosen grasped first(S0.24) and
second (50.32) in the 100yard freestyle.
The team is preparing for the
New England Championships on
February21-23. "Weshouldhave
some real high placers in New
Englands," said Skelley. UNH will The UNH men's swimming team is off to a 6-6 start after defeating Bowdoin College Wednesday
travel to UMass Saturday, Febru- afternoon. The six wins are the most wins in a season for coach Brenda Skelley. (file photo)
ary 2.
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Women' s track
takes on Maine

'Cats nip
Harvard
Jen Merrifield
Sports Staff Reporter
In front of a spirited home
crowd, hard work paid off for the
women's basketball team as they
defeated Harvard 65-61.
"It was an all around team
effort," said UNH coach Kathy
Sanborn. ''fherewerethree.t hings
that I thought were instrumental
(to the win): We led in rebounding, we kept turnovers to a minim um, and we capitalized on
Harvard's turnovers."
"Julie Donlon gave us an
excellent game. You could see she
really wanted it," said Sanborn,
"Although she only had eight total points it was all the other things
that mattered-rebounding, defense, 'and transition."
Down at halftime, 38-35, the
Lady 'Cats came back to dominate
the rest of the game. "Defensively
we played well in the second half
and we keyed in on that. We
worked on shutting the perimeter
and the 3-point shots," replied
Sanborn when asked about their
strategy. "I am extremely excited
and proud of our players. This
win gave us our confidence back.
If we can play this well, with a
consistent 40 minutes and good
hard-nosed defense we can come
out of Maine with a win."
High scorers for the game
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Hard work led to easy hoops against Harvard. (Ed Sawyer photo)

were Laura Seiden of UNH and
Jen Mazanec of Harvard, w~th 21
points each.
UNH (7-11, 1-4 NAC) will
play tomorrow at Maine at 2 pm.

UNH freshman Tommy
MacDonald was named the
North Atlantic Conference
Rookie-of-the-Week for the
week ending Jan.13.
MacDonald had 37 points in
the three games.

Laura Seiden goes into the North
Atlantic Conference game needing only one basket (2 points) to
reach the 800-point mark in her
career.

u
N
H

By Michele Page
Sports Staff Reporter
UNH
the
Tomorrow
women's track and field team will
host the University of Maine atthe
Paul Sweet Oval in their first dual
meet of the season. "Both teams
are fairly small and equally
rounded. This should prove to be
a good match-up," said coach
Nancy Krueger.
With the field events beginning at 1 pm, and the running
events starting at 2 pm, Krueger
predicts UMaine will jump out to
an early lead. "They have a little
more depth in the field events than
we do, but we will definitely catch
up with the running," said
Krueger.
UNH" s biggest threat comes
from Brenda Sheehan in the long
jump and triplejurnp. Co-captains
_Laura Schofield, and Kristy Downing and sophomore Justine Dube
should give her a lot of competition.
In the high jump, Lorri Joseph and K;erry Driscoll will be at
it again. Krueger said, "they have
had steady improvement. With
new techniques and a home advantage, they should do quite
well."
As for the running, UNH and
UMainearefairlyevenlyrnatched.
Senior Kelly Turner is looking
strong in the mile and sophomore
Judy Robichaud will run the 3000

meter. 'These two races will certainly be a high point for the meet.
Judi is in excellent shape., and
Kelly is developing into a strong
distance runner. It will be interesting to see how it goes," says
Krueger.
The sprinters should have a
good, strong day, too. The 200
meter, 400 meter, 55 meter dash,
and 55 meter hurdles will all be
quite competitive. Freshman Sue
Thayer will double up in the
hurdles and 200 meter. Downing
will also run the hurdles and junior Arny Brown will run the 200
meter. "The sprinters will have
their work cut out for them Saturday. I feel we have slight advantage, but we will still have to work
hard," says Krueger.
One up and corning athlete is
sophomore Kerri Haskins. She
will be doing a variety of events
including the 55 meter dash, 20 lb.
weight throw, and the 200 meter.
"Kerri and I have been working
on various events throughout the
season. I feel she has some good
potential and a positive attitude.
I'll be looking for a strong day
from her on Saturday," said
Krueger.
Overall, this should bea lively
meet. "I want my athletes to get
in, feel good, and BANG!, have a
good race. We're ready for a dual
competition; I'm excited," said
Krueger.

Junior Shannon Doherty is
the New England
Intercollegiate Swimming &
Diving Association
Swimmer-of-th e-Week.
Doherty set a UNH record
in the 200 backstroke.

Wrestler s are 7-1
By Steve Lankier
Sports Staff Reporter
Pat Catullo and Jim Marcotte
kepttheirundefeated streaksalive
as the UNH wrestling team rebounded from a 13-3 deficit Tuesday to defeat Plymouth State 2619. The win improved their record to 7-1 and marked the grapplers fifth consecutive win.
After losing 3 of the first 4
matches, UNH was down by 10
points. Pat Catullo got them back
on track though, defeating his
opponent by a technical fall, the
win improved his record to 13-02. Wes Decker followed with a
pin in the 158 lbs. class and Jim
Marcotte put the 'Cats ahead for
good, pummeling his 167 pound
opponent 16-3. Marcotte's win
improved his record to 14-0.
The victory was sealed with
major decisions by Scott Brehm at

177 lbs. and Todd Burchard at 190
lbs.
The 1-2-3 punch of Catullo at
142 lbs., Decker at 150 _lbs., and
Marcotte at 158 lbs., has been brutal
on opponents all year. Tuesday's
match was no exception. With a
combined record of 38 wins, 3
losses, and 3 ties, most opposing
teams would consider it a success
just to get past the three athletes
without an injury. This nucleus
will have to play a big part in
obtaining the !earns ultimate goal:
The New England Championship
Title.
The 'Cats have a big weekend
corning up as they travel to Philadelphia to take on Drexel and
American University on Feb. 1,
and LaSalleandSetonHallonFeb.
2. The next home match is February 16 against Wagner in Manhattan.
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Men's hoop
falls to the
Crimson, 71-64
By Rob Henderson
Sports Staff Reporter
little bit of a let down at the end of
When a team holds a 19-point
the first half."
lead, shoots 63% from the field in
However, with their best half
a half and holds their opponent to
of basketball this season behind
only 38%, one would figure that
them, the Wildcats went cold in
the second half,
team would win.
Not true for the
shootingjust27%.
Wildcats as they lost
Harvard came out
adisappointingcon"Thev killed US
red hot and went
J
on a 11-1 run
test to Harvard on
Tuesdaynight,71-64.
from 3-point
which tied the
"We came out
land and we
game at 45.
and played our best
didn't score.,,
''They killed us
half of basketball yet
from 3-point land
and we played great
and we didn't
defense," coach Jim
UNH captain
score," said cap. Eric Thielen.
tain Eric Thielen,
Boylan says. "We
simply out-hustled ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;who finished the
Harvard."
contest with 7
This was a game of hot and
points. ''We need to keep the incold streaks for both teams. In the
tensity of the offense up and not
first half it was the Wildcats that
let momentum shift when we have
went on the hot streak. The 'Cats • a lead."
It was a tough battle the rest
started a 22-3 run after Jeff Carr
hit back-to-back 3 pointers midof the way as the contest was tied
way through the first half.
four times, the last being 62-62.
"In the first half we executed
Harvard forward Tyler Rullman would hit six of his nine points
about as good as we could," said
inthefinalminuteofthecontestto
guard Bryant Davis. "We took
them out of their game plan."
give Harvard the victory.
Harvard would manage to
"We just went cold shooting
stay within striking distance
wise," said Boylan. ''You got to
give Harvard credit. They played
thanks to the hot shooting by forward Ron Mitchell, who scored 8
great in the second half and just
beat us."
of Harvard's last 11 points.
RalphJamesledHarvard with
UNH led at half time 44-31.
21 points, while Mitchell had 19
"We knew Harvard was a
team that could score some and Peter Condakes poured in 18.
points," said Boylan. "We had a
The Wildcats were led by Jeff

:J-

Carr who pumped in 18 points,
with Tommy MacDonald adding
13 first half points. Bob Cummins
and Shaft Lewis each had 12 points,
a career high for Lewis.
"We need to have the attitude
that we need to go out and fight.
We had that in the first half, "

Thielen said. "But we can't look
back. We have to prepare for
Maine on Saturday."
The Wildcats look to break
''The Streak" as they host the
Black Bears at 1 pm. The game is
being labeled as "Guaranteed
Win Day'' by the UNH Men's

Athletic Department.
All fans in attendance will be
awarde prizes and discounts from
local merchants if UNH loses. This
promotion, in combination with
Maine bringing three busloads of
fans should make for a spirited
crowd.

UNHtohost
invitational
By Rob Heenan
Sports Editor
Saturday at 7 pm the woman's
gymnastics team will host the
µNH Gymnastics Invitational at
Lundholm Gymnasium.
The 'Cats will be taking on
George Washington University,
Ohio State, the Universityoflowa
and Michigan State in a meet of
nationally ranked teams.
Ohio State is the favorite
going into the meet this weekend
after defeating Michigan State and
Kentucky in the past week.
G.W. defeated seven other
teams to capture the title in their
own invitational tournament last
weekend. Freshman Nicole Bronner set a school record with a 9.7 in
the floor exercise during that meet.
Micpigan State comes into the
meet with a 6-1 record on the year,
with the loss coming at the hands

of Ohio State.
Iowa has also been putting
high scores on the board and
should provide solid com petition.
In each meet this year the
Wildcats have improved their
previous season high and hope to
continue the trend this weekend.
UNH is coming off one of its
best years ever in which they set a
newteamscoringrecord of186.50.
Returning from last year's
team is ECAC Gymnast-of-theYear Lori Brady. Brady won the
vault with a season-high score of
9.75 and won the uneven bars
while the 'Cats were at Cal-Berkley
during break. UNH placed third
in the four team meet.
Freshman Karen Olsson
competed in the all-around for the
first time at Berkley and placed
third. She also finished second in
the vault and floor exercise.

Senior, co-captain Susie Quinlan will lead the Wildcats into the UNH Gymnastics Invitational on
Saturday at 7 pm. (Sports Information photo)

· Nicole Mullins, a freshman
won the all-around in the season
opening meet against Brown Uni-

versity.
Tickets for UNH Invitational
are $3 for adults, $2 for students

and $1 for UNH students. Children under five Will be admitted
free of charge.

